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Part I

The Fritz Haber Center





Introduction

The Fritz Haber Research Center for Molecular Dynamics was es-
tablished in 1981 by the Minerva Foundation of the Max Planck
Society and The Hebrew University. The purpose was to support
and develop theoretical scientific research in the field of molec-
ular reaction dynamics in Israel and to strengthen the scientific
collaboration with German scientists in these fields. Since its in-
auguration, the center became a well–known establishment of
molecular dynamics research in the scientific world with strong
influence on the chemical and materials sciences.

The scientific impact of the center can be estimated by statis-
tical figures, discussed below, but this is not the only source of
its success. Of at least equal importance and pride is the cadre
of about 4 dozens of our former students and postdocs that now
hold academic and research positions, a substantial number of
which are professors at first rate academic institutions in various
countries (see Appendix 1 for details).

The past managing directors of the center were Raphael D.
Levine (founding director), R. Benny Gerber, Ronnie Kosloff, Avi-
noam Ben-Shaul and Roi Baer (current).

The original scientific focus of the center, molecular reaction
dynamics, has changed in the course of time as did the term
“molecular dynamics”. Today, molecular dynamics is very broad
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4

and includes in addition to the traditional field also electron dy-
namics, protein dynamics and even various coarse grained dy-
namics such as cell spreading and motion. As will be seen in the
science report part these topics are part of the research done in
the center today.

The mode of operation of the center and its “operational philos-
ophy” is that the center is an umbrella for the scientific research
of its scientists. It offers not only support for equipment purchas-
ing but also collective services and guests otherwise unachievable
using regular funding venues. Details of these are described in the
section below in Chapter 2. Part of these principles lies the col-
laboration with German scientists and organizations. The extent
of this is discussed below (see Chapter 3).



Chapter 1

Rejuvenation of the center

Previous Beirat and Evaluation reports stressed that a priority for
the center is to hire new faculty and thereby rejuvenate. Further-
more, a recommendation to the university was made to offer in-
creased support for the center.

One of the important events that has happened to the center
last year is a definitive commitment made by the university to ex-
pand, rejuvenate and strengthen the center and its activities. In a
letter signed by the Dean of Sciences, Prof. Yigal Erel and autho-
rized by the President of the Hebrew University, Prof. Menahem
Ben Sasson, the following items of support were promised:

• The Hebrew University has committed that the center will
be able to hire 3–4 new faculty members.

• In addition to the Minerva support, the Hebrew University
is increasing annual support (beyond salaries) to $100,000.

• The Hebrew University will support 1.5 staff scientists for
the center.

• The salary of the center administrator, Ms. Geula Levy is
now paid by the university.
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6 Rejuvenation of the center

• The Hebrew University has allocated new computer space
for erecting a computer facility.

• The offices and quarters of the center have been refurbished
by the Institute of Chemistry and the Faculty of Sciences.

The center has begun already last year to vigorously pursue the
recruitment of new young faculty. Two job offers were made last
year but unfortunately these have not materialized into new hir-
ings. This month an offer will be made to an excellent young the-
orist who specializes in protein docking. An additional offer will
likely be given within a two months to a young theorist studying
photochemical dynamics in peptides. We hope that our repeated
recruiting efforts will eventually materialize into new hires of ex-
cellent young theorists.



Chapter 2

Principles of operations

The operation of the center are based on the following principles:

1. Our scientific emphasis is on development of new theoret-
ical and computational methods for addressing the most
challenging open problems in theoretical chemistry.

2. The center forms an umbrella for a unified and high quality
research environment for all students, postdocs and mem-
bers, providing:

a) Support for purchasing computing equipment (based
on matching).

b) Centralized computer center and communications ser-
vices, managed by a Staff PhD scientist and her assis-
tant. Next year an additional staff PhD scientist will be
made available by the university.

c) Central administrative and secretariat assistance.

d) Academic activities: funds are available for inviting
guests, holding the bi-weekly Fritz–Haber seminar,
and supporting scientific meetings and workshops (a
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8 Principles of operations

list of the recent seminars, conferences organized by
members of the center and visitors is given in Appen-
dices 3 and 4).

3. Cultivating vibrant collaboration with many science groups
in Germany (see Chapter 3 for description of the extent of
Israel - German relations).

Interaction with the university

We have described the renewed commitment of the university
to the rejuvenation of the center (see chapter 1).

Most of the members of the center are faculty of the Chemistry
Institute and the Faculty of Sciences of the Hebrew University of
Jerusalem with the exceptions of Drs. Niv and Zemel who are
faculty in the Agricultural and Medicinal Sciences respectively.
The researchers of the center thus have teaching and other duties,
for which they are paid by the university.

In addition, there is direct scientific collaboration with other
groups of the institute (examples: Kosloff – Ruhman, Harries –
Friedler, Harries – Raviv, Harries – Gilon, Levine – Willner, Levine
– Porat, Gerber – Friedler, Zemel - Botton (from the Racah Insti-
tute of physics), Baer – Asscher, Baer – Kosloff – Strasser – Marcus
(from the Racah Institute of physics)).



Chapter 3

Center activities and
German science

One of the stated goals of the center from its inauguration in
1981 was to advance the collaboration of Israeli and German with
scientists. Over the years such a collaboration was indeed intense,
culminating in over 170 papers which were cited over 6200 times
with an average of 37 citations per paper (see bottom panel of
Figure 4.1).

We hereby detail the collaboration and involvement of our
members with German scientists and Organizations:

• Roi Baer is adviser of a German Ph.D. student and also an
adviser of a second PhD student who is studying jointly in
the Hebrew University and in Bayreuth University.

• Roi Baer is a member of the Minerva Stiftung committee
(2009-2014).

• Roi Baer and Daniel Harries (together with Sandy Ruhman)
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10 Center activities and German science

organized a Minerva sponsored Winter School and Work-
shop on excitons in natural and man made systems in Ein
Gedi (February 2013).

• Noam Agmon organized Minerva’s “Gentner Symposium
On Proton Mobility In Chemical And Biological Systems”
(2010).

• Collaboration with German science groups:

– Ronnie Kosloff collaborates with Prof. Dr. Christiane
Koch, University of Kassel, Germany

– Roi Baer collaborates with Dr. Gerd Steinle–Neumann,
Bayreuth Univ

– Rafi Levine collaborates with

* Dr. Eleftherios Goulielmakis, Prof. Dr. Reinhard
Kienberger, Prof. Dr. Matthias Kling and Prof.
Dr. Ferenc Krausz, of the MPI für Quantenoptik,
Garching

* Professor Dr. Marc Vrakking of the MBI, Berlin

– Masha Niv collaborates with

* Professor Dr. Wolfgang Meyerhof and Dr. Maik
Behrens at German Institute of Nutrition (DIFE).

* Professor Dr. Ponimaskin, Hannover Medical
School.

* Professor Dr. Alexander Dityatev of DZNE, Magde-
burg.

* Dr. Joerg Strotmann from the University of Ho-
henheim.

– Masha Niv Participate and co chairs a work group in
GLISTEN COST project is organized and lead by Dr.
Peter Kolb, Philipps – University Marburg.
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– Assaf Zemel collaborates with:

* Dr. Florian Rehfeldt, III. Physics institute,
Georg–August–University, Göttingen. via a
Niedersachsen–lsraeli Research Cooperation Pro-
gram

* Professor Dr. Ralf Kemkemer, Max–Planck–Institute
for Metals Research, Dept. New Materials and
Biosystems, Stuttgart, Germany.

* Professor Dr. Sarah Koester, Institute for X–Ray
Physics, Georg–August–University, Göttingen,
Germany.

– Assaf Zemel is a member in the German–Israeli Re-
search School: “Frontiers in Cell Signaling and Gene
Regulation” (SignGene), Funded by the Helmholtz As-
sociation

The Beirat

The Beirat oversees the operations of the Center and guides its
operations. Annually, the center submits a report to the Beirat,
detailing the scientific progress and activity, as well as a financial
report and a budget proposal for the next year. The Beirat reports
to Minerva on the program, and authorizes the budget and ac-
tivities of the Center. The Beirat convenes every second year. The
last meeting was held in Jerusalem in October 2012 (academic
year 2012.2013). The next meeting is set to the academic year of
2014.2015 (May 3–6 2015).

The members of the current Beirat are:

• Professor Dr. Gerard J. M. Meijer (Berlin, Germany and
Radboud University the Netherlands), Chair.
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• Professor Dr. Eberhard K. U. Gross (Halle, Germany).

• Professor Dr. Helmut Grubmüller (Göttingen, Germany).

• Professor Shay Arkin, (Jerusalem, Israel, Vice President for
R&D, Hebrew University).

• Professor Micha Asscher (Jerusalem, Israel).

• Professor Nimrod Moiseyev (Technion, Israel).

• Professor Abraham Nitzan (Tel–Aviv, Israel).

Past Minerva Evaluation Committees and implementation of
recommendations

The scientific activities and collaborative research of the cen-
ter has been extensively reviewed, three times, by international
evaluation committees composed of world leading scientists. The
first Minerva review was held in 1994 by a committee headed
by Professor H. Schwarz and the second in 2002 headed by Pro-
fessor Dr. H. –J. Werner. The members of the second evaluation
committee were Professors E. J. Heller, W. H. Miller, M. Parrinello
and K. Schulten. All reviews were based on an extensive 7 year
report prepared especially for the evaluation. We also note that
in 2009 an evaluation by the Beirat, chaired by Prof. Wolfgang
Domcke was performed as well. In 2011 an evaluation, part of the
cluster evaluation held by Minerva, was held in Jerusalem. The
members of the third evaluation committee were Profs. Lorentz
Cederbaum, Jürgen Gauss, Hermann Nicolai Erich Sackmann,
Gerd Schön and Martin Wolf. All reports have been extremely
enthusiastic, praising the achievements of the center.

The recent reviews provided useful advice about possible ways
to improve the center’s activities. The last review committee and
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the previous Beirat report have both recommended that the uni-
versity increase its support for the center with the purpose of
rejuvinating its ranks. In response, the university has stepped up
its support for the center as described in Chapter 1.





Part II

Annual Science Report





Chapter 4

Introduction

Originally, and in accordance with its name, research at the cen-
ter has been mostly concerned with molecular reaction dynam-
ics and closely related topics, such as laser–molecule and sur-
face–molecule interactions. In the spirit of the period, the re-
search has focused on processes involving small molecules and
state–to–state processes, usually in the gas phase. Three decades
later, a major part of the research carried out at the center is
still concerned with molecular rate processes but emphasis has
shifted towards much larger and considerably more complex sys-
tems than in the past.

Today, the characterizing theme of the center is its extremely
diverse fields of operations, encompassing practically all aspects
of theoretical chemistry. Temperature–wise, our research starts
from 10−9K, with chemical reactions of Bose–Einstein conden-
sates; through the 1− 100K regimes where noble–gas molecules
are stable and molecular electronic devices operate; below the
water freezing point 0oC regime for ice surfaces, and warming
up to room temperature regimes where biological diversity rules
and environmental chemistry occurs; things then really start to
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18 Introduction

cook up at around 1000K which are characteristic of the dia-
mond formation environment within Earth’s Mantle; and finally
intense heating up to 105K, the effective temperatures achieved
by powerful short pulse lasers which cause Coulomb explosion of
molecules. Some of the research topics covered by the center are:

• Chemistry at water and ice surfaces

• Proton transfer processes

• Complex fluids

• Molecular dynamics with in the atmosphere

• Reactions on surfaces and interfaces of solids and/or liquids

• Nitrogen rich compounds and solids

• Protein structure and dynamics

• The theory of bitter taste

• Assembly mechanism of viral particles

• Cell adhesion, motility and mechanics

• Molecular electronics

• Electronic structure

• Optical properties of nano–crystals

• Light–matter interactions and plasmonics

• Optimal Coherent Control

• Chemistry of Bose Einstein condensates

• Quantum thermodynamics
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• Attosecond electron dynamics

This enlargement of scientific goals for the center has been
approved, even encouraged, by past evaluation committees, in
1994, 2002 and the extended 2002–2008 Beirat reportsAs at-
tested by many joint publications, close collaboration with ex-
perimental groups is a characteristic of most research done in the
center.

The theoretical understanding of the systems and phenomena
mentioned above requires the development of new theoretical
methods and sophisticated computational algorithms. Thus, all
members of the Center are continuously involved in such devel-
opments and our recruitment efforts put strong emphasize on this
aspect. Their record of theoretical contributions to molecular re-
action dynamics, quantum nuclear dynamics, quantum electron
dynamics, algebraic methods, coherent control, statistical and in-
formation theoretic approaches, diffusion kinetics, spectroscopy,
quantum chemistry, protein structure and dynamics, as well as
the statistical thermodynamics of complex fluids and biophysical
systems are all well recognized internationally.

Since its inauguration the researchers of the center have pub-
lished over 1600 scientific articles in refereed journals with direct
affiliation to the Fritz Haber Minerva Research Center. These ar-
ticles were cited in the scientific literature close to 60,000 times
with an average of 35 citations per paper and an “h–index” of 99
(see Figure 4.1). The citation rate is close to 3000 per year and
about 50 papers are published annually.
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ISI 20 year citations report for: the total publications of the center
(top) and publications with German scientists (bottom).



Chapter 5

Noam Agmon’s group

Research

Infrared spectra of protonated water

1. The proton transfer mode. In liquid water the Zundel
cation, H2O . . .H

+ . . . OH2, transfers the excess proton be-
tween the two flanking water molecules. The proton trans-
fer mode (PTM) is the asymmetric stretch of the central
O . . .H+ . . . O moiety. Yet, it has no accepted identifica-
tion in the IR spectra of acidic aqueous solutions. In ex-
periments of protonated gas–phase water clusters it shifts
with cluster size, making the connection with the solution
spectra unclear. In paper [1] we have introduced a “clus-
ters–in–liquid” approach for calculating the IR spectrum
from any set of charges, even single protons. We have ap-
plied this procedure to Multi–State Empirical Valence Bond
(MS–EVB3) trajectories of protonated liquid water, and to
ab–initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) of the protonated wa-
ter hexamer in the gas–phase. The calculated PTM is mani-
fested in both systems as a peak near 1740cm−1.
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22 Noam Agmon’s group

Figure 5.1: Two isomers of the protonated water tetramer: branched
Eigen isomer (left) and a linear Zundel isomer (right), which is
about 2.5 kcal.mol higher in energy. Color is used to denote protonic
equivalence classes.

Infrared spectroscopy of small protonated water clusters. The suc-
cess of AIMD in predicting the IR spectrum of the protonated wa-
ter hexamer encouraged us to investigate the spectra of other
small protonated water clusters, particularly the tetramer and
pentamer. We have used AIMD from the CP2K package, in which
forces are calculated “on–the–fly” using density functional the-
ory (DFT) with the BLYP–D3 functional (that includes dispersion
correction). From the (classical) AIMD trajectory, the dipole au-
tocorrelation function is calculated, and Fourier transformed to
give the IR spectrum. For the tetramer, the lowest energy isomer
is a classical branched Eigen cation, H3O + (H2O)3, denoted E
in Figure 5.1. This is usually assumed to be the only isomer in
the molecular beam experiments [2]. However, it has just one
dominant IR peak, assigned to the OH stretch of the hydronium
core (Figure 5.2), and only a weak water bending band in the low
frequency regime (below 2, 000cm−1). No computational method
(including anharmonic MP2) shows any intensity near the experi-
mentally observed peaks at 1, 740 or 1, 050cm−1. These bands are
rather typical of a shared–proton Zundel isomer (inset). Indeed,
we find [3] that the linear isomer, H2O(H5O

+
2 )OH2 (denoted
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Figure 5.2: Experimental vibrational predissociation spectrum of
H+(H2O)4 clusters in the gas–phase, from Mark Johnson’s lab
[2] (black line), compared with theoretical AIMD spectra [3] of
the Eigen (blue) and Zundel (red) isomers from Figure 5.1 Inset
shows that the experimental spectra [2] of the protonated dimer
and tetramer agree below 2, 000cm−1.

trans–Z in Fig. 1), can quantitatively account for the IR spectrum
in this regime. This suggests that in the molecular beam one has
a mixture of the two isomers, rather than just the thermodynami-
cally most stable one. (Previously such a possibility was acknowl-
edged only for clusters with 6 or more water molecules). The lin-
ear isomer is of potential interest, as it constitutes a short “proton
wire” in the gas–phase, where in the liquid phase and in proteins
such wires likely play an important role in conducting protons.

Volume reactivity model for geminate recombination

We proposed an alternative formulation for the theory of re-
versible diffusion–influenced geminate recombination reactions
[4], where a diffusing pair can both bind and unbind. Instead
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Figure 5.3: Transient proton sub–diffusion in simulated [5] mix-
tures of water with urea (blue) and TMU (red). Full lines show
the MSD divided by time (t) on a log–log scale for high (43 M, set
1) and low (23 M, set 2) water concentrations. Normal diffusion
(straight horizontal line) is obtained only after 1 ns or more. The
intermediate ta power–law is known as “transient sub–diffusion”,
and it correlates with the degree of proton mobility supression (i.e.,
the smaller a the smaller the ultimate diffusion coefficient).

of the pair reacting at contact, we assume that one particle can
diffuse within the volume of the other. This is depicted by a gen-
eralization of the celebrated Feynman–Kac equation from ran-
dom walk theory. We have solved the ensuing equation in Laplace
space, obtaining the Green function (in three dimensions) for any
initial separation of the geminate pair [4]. The solution was in-
verted numerically into the time domain and compared with a
direct solution of the relevant PDE using our SSDP software.
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Proton mobility in binary solutions of water with amphiphiles

Recent experiments (from the Bonn & Bakker groups [6]) re-
ported that proton mobility in tetramethylurea (TMU) solutions
is much slower than in urea solutions of the same molarity, and
this was ascribed to hydrophopic effects. We conducted reactive
molecular dynamics simulations [5] using the MS–EVB3 model.
Our simulations showed that the hydrophobic effect of the TMU
methyl groups is weaker than believed. Rather, water concentra-
tion is the dominant factor determining proton diffusion. (This
contrasts with water self–diffusion in these samples that do de-
pend on the identity of the solute.) Interestingly, we find that
the mean squared displacement (MSD) of both water and pro-
ton grow non–linearly in time up to at least 1 ns (“transient
sub–diffusion”). Sub–diffusion is more pronounced for the pro-
ton, with an exponent as low as 0.85 that depends, again, on wa-
ter concentration (Figure 5.3). Hence the experimentally relevant
long–time diffusivity is observably smaller than what is usually
deduced from short simulation runs.

The inhomogeneous kinetics of word replacement

Following the transition to agriculture, languages of W. Asia un-
derwent a major morphological transition [7], from being based
on biconsonantal (2c) roots (in the hunter–gatherer society), to
a farmer language based on triconsonantal (3c) roots. Part of the
proof of this thesis is based on a model of word replacement that
resembles inhomogeneous kinetics in, e.g., glass forming liquids.
Words representing a given "meaning" are replaced in a language
at a given frequency, f , of once in 3,000 years on average. For
example, in English “hund” was replaced by "dog" sometime in
the 12’th century. The more frequently a word is used in every-
day life the less we tend to “forget” it, and hence the slower its
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replacement rate coefficient, k (f). Normally, the language is in
"steady–state" as newly coined words replace the obsolete ones.
Consequently, the Zipf relation between word frequency, f0, and
their rank, r (where r = 1 for the most frequently used word,
etc.), does not change with time: f0 (r) ≈ A/rα with α ≈ 1

(black circles & dashed line in Figure 5.4). However, if coining
words of a given morphology stops, their frequency of use, f(r),
will subsequently decrease as a function of the elapsed time (t) as

f (t) = Cf0 exp [−k (f0) t] (5.1)

Therefore, the slope of f (r, t) will increase with time as compared
to f0 (r), as seen for the 2c verbs (blue symbols). This allows
determining the elapsed time t since the morphology in question
stopped being productive.

Students

1. Ai Shinobu, Ph.D. student.

2. Bnaya Shtainmetz, M.Sc. student.

3. Huan Wang, Post–doctoral fellow.

4. Waldemar Kulig, Post–doctoral fellow (until Feb. 2013).

5. Yigal Bloch, Post–doctoral fellow (until Sept. 2013).

Conference Organization

• The 2010 Gentner Symposium: Proton Mobility in Chemical
and Biological Systems. Feb. 7–12, 2010, Ma’agan Holiday
Village, Israel
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Figure 5.4: Frequency–rank relationship of Biblical verbal roots
(black circles), and of their subsets comprised of 2c (blue triangles)
and 3c (red triangles) verbal roots. Using in Eq. (5.1) the black
circles as f0(r), a recently determined [8] power–law dependence
for k(f), and t = 7,800 years, gives the blue line that fits the ob-
served f(r) dependence of the 2c verbs. This suggests that the 2c
morphology stopped being productive nearly 8 kyr before the Bible
was written.

Table 5.1: Agmon active grants

Project Period Foundation Total grant
Proton Mobility in

Complex
Environments

2011–15 BSF

Protons in Water,
Membranes and

Proteins

2012–6 ISF





Chapter 6

Roi Baer’s group

My group focuses on two themes in electronic structure theory:

• Development of new density functionals and new concepts
that enable the orbital energies of DFT to closely approxi-
mate quasiparticle energies1. These are then used for

– describing long range charge transfer excitations

– energies of conductance channels in molecular elec-
tronics

– Rydberg states

• Development of fast methods for electronic structure the-
ory based on stochastic sampling as a replacement for huge
sums.2 We are developing such approaches for:

– Density functional theory

1. Collaborating with Prof. Leeor Kronik (Weizmann Inst.)
2. Collaborating with Profs. Daniel Neuhauser (UCLA) and Eran Rabani (UC

Berkeley)
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30 Roi Baer’s group

– MPn perturbation theory

– RPA theory

– GW quasiparticle theories (solution of Dyson equa-
tions).

Below I describe a few of our recent published works on these
and related matters.

Stochastic methods for electronic structure of large systems

In collaboration with Daniel Neuhauser (UCLA) and Eran Ra-
bani (Tel Aviv) we have developed several new approaches based
on stochastic sampling. The basic idea is to use the stochastic
trace formula tr

{
Â
}

=
〈〈
χ
∣∣∣Â∣∣∣χ〉〉

θ
where χ (r) = eiθ(r) and

θ (r) are random phases at each point r in space and 〈〉θ is the
average of the expression inside the bracket with respect to the
phases θ. This formula enables great savings in memory and CPU
time in exchange for accuracy (the stochastic aspect introduces
a statistical error).

The application of these ideas resulted in several papers as fol-
lows.

Self–Averaging Stochastic Kohn–Sham DFT [9]

We formulate the Kohn–Sham density functional theory
(KS–DFT) as a statistical theory in which the electron density is
determined from an average of correlated stochastic densities in
a trace formula. The key idea is that it is sufficient to converge
the total energy per electron to within a predefined statistical
error in order to obtain reliable estimates of the electronic band
structure, the forces on nuclei, the density and its moments, etc.
The fluctuations in the total energy per electron are guaranteed
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to decay to zero as the system size increases. This facilitates
“self–averaging” which leads to the first ever report of sublinear
scaling KS–DFT electronic structure. The approach sidesteps
calculation of the density matrix and thus, is insensitive to its
evasive sparseness, as demonstrated here for silicon nanocrystals.
The formalism is not only appealing in terms of its promise to
far push the limits of application of KS–DFT, but also represents
a cognitive change in the way we think of electronic structure
calculations as this stochastic theory seamlessly converges to the
thermodynamic limit. See Figure 6.1

Expeditious Stochastic Calculation of Random–Phase
Approximation Energies for Thousands of Electrons in Three

Dimensions[10]

A fast method is developed for calculating the random phase ap-
proximation (RPA) correlation energy for density functional the-
ory. The correlation energy is given by a trace over a projected
RPA response matrix, and the trace is taken by a stochastic ap-
proach using random perturbation vectors. For a fixed statistical
error in the total energy per electron, the method scales, at most,
quadratically with the system size; however, in practice, due to
self–averaging, it requires less statistical sampling as the system
grows, and the performance is close to linear scaling. We demon-
strate the method by calculating the RPA correlation energy for
cadmium selenide and silicon nanocrystals with over 1500 elec-
trons. We find that the RPA correlation energies per electron are
largely independent of the nanocrystal size. In addition, we show
that a correlated sampling technique enables calculation of the
energy difference between two slightly distorted configurations
with scaling and a statistical error similar to that of the total en-
ergy per electron. See Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.1: (Top) The statistical error in KS DFT energy per electron
(for I = 1200 stochastic orbitals) as a function of N−1/2e where Ne

is the number of electrons. The dotted line is a fit to the relation
σ = aN

−1/2
e with a ≈ 250meV . (Bottom) CPU time for full (tri-

angles) and stochastic (circles) SCF DFT calculation for silicon NCs
as a function of the number of electrons. Inset: Log–log plot of the
number of stochastic orbitals re–quired to converge the total silicon
NCs energy per electron to 10meV as a function of the number of
electrons.
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Figure 6.2: (Left) RPA (blue) and MP2 (red) correlation energies
per electron vs. the number of electrons Ne, for silicon (top) and
CdSe (bottom) NCs. Insets show the statistical errors in the RPA
energies, normalized to 1000 stochastic iterations. (Right) The CPU
times for achieving a statistical error of≈10meV per electron for the
RPA and MP2 calculations of CdSe NCs.

Expeditious stochastic approach for MP2 energies in large
electronic systems [11]

A fast stochastic method for calculating the 2nd order
Møller–Plesset (MP2) correction to the correlation energy of
large systems of electrons is presented. The approach is based
on reducing the exact summation over occupied and unoccupied
states to a time–dependent trace formula amenable to stochastic
sampling. We demonstrate the abilities of the method to treat
systems of thousands electrons using hydrogen passivated silicon
spherical nanocrystals represented on a real space grids, much
beyond capabilities of present day MP2 implementations. See
Figure 6.3
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Figure 6.3: MP2 calculation data for hydrogen–passivated silicon
nanocrystals (NCs) with NSi silicon atoms. Top panel: CPU time for
computing the MP2 correlation energy to statistical error of 30meV.
Bottom panel: The MP2 energy per electron as a function of NC size.
Inset: the statistical error for 2500 MC iterations as a function of
NC size.

Gate–Induced Intramolecular Charge Transfer in a Tunnel
Junction: A Nonequilibrium Analysis

A recently introduced molecular junction, for which the gate
acts as an on.off switch for intrajunction electron transfer be-
tween localized donor and acceptor sites is studied. We demon-
strate that a Landauer + density functional (DFT) approach is
fundamentally flawed for describing the electronic conductance
in this system. By comparing the Landauer + DFT conductance
to that predicted by the Redfield quantum master equations, we
point out several effects that cannot be explained by the former
approach. The molecular junction is unique in the small number
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of conductance channels and their sharp response to the gate.
See Figure 6.4.

This work is part of the PhD Thesis of Adva Baratz.

Curvature and Frontier Orbital Energies in Density Functional
Theory [12]

Perdew et al. discovered two different properties of exact
Kohn−Sham density functional theory (DFT): (i) The exact to-
tal energy versus particle number is a series of linear segments
between integer electron points. (ii) Across an integer number
of electrons, the exchange–correlation potential “jumps” by a
constant, known as the derivative discontinuity (DD). Here we
show analytically that in both the original and the generalized
Kohn−Sham formulation of DFT the two properties are two sides
of the same coin. The absence of a DD dictates deviation from
piecewise linearity, but the latter, appearing as curvature, can
be used to correct for the former, thereby restoring the physi-
cal meaning of orbital energies. A simple correction scheme for
any semilocal and hybrid functional, even Hartree−Fock theory,
is shown to be effective on a set of small molecules, suggesting a
practical correction for the infamous DFT gap problem. We show
that optimally tuned range–separated hybrid functionals can in-
herently minimize both DD and curvature, thus requiring no cor-
rection, and that this can be used as a sound theoretical basis for
novel tuning strategies. See Figure 6.5.

This work is part of the PhD thesis of Dr. Tamar Stein.
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Figure 6.4 (Top Left) Schematic depiction of the molecular junc-
tion. Two thiol– terminated trans–polyacetylene (PA) segments
(SH − (HC = CH)4−) acting as meta substituents on the aro-
matic ring of a Benzene–molononitrile (MN). The gate potential
V0, the gate bias VG and the source drain bias VSD are adjustable.
PAs are electron donors (I ≈ 6.9eV ) while MN is an electron
acceptor (A ≈ 1.0eV ). DFT calculations show that a gate–field
Ez > E∗z = 0.63V/Å inspires spontaneous electron transfer from
PA to MN. (Top Right) The double quantum–dot model, QD1 rep-
resents the LUMO (localized on MN) and QD2 the HOMO (localized
on the PA). The two QDs couple and QD1 couples to source and
drain. (Bottom Left) Conductance channels as function of Ez and
VSD based on DFT–Landauer theory. (Bottom Right) Same as left,
but based on Redfield theory. The channel ib strong in Redfield is
missing from DFT while the channel ia in DFT is very weak in Red-
field theory. The latter describes non–equilibrium more rigorously
than the former.
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Figure 6.5: IP is equal to the difference between half the curvature
and the slope (i.e. the HOMO energy εH) of the ensemble energy.
E (M), the exact KS energy, is a straight line and therefore IP =
−εexactH .

Scientific activities

Baer’s group, the achievements, grants and activities are sum-
marized in Tables (6.1–6.3).

Table 6.1: Baer group members (last 5 years)

Name Project(s) Status Presently at
Dr. Helen
Eisenberg

Solids’ band gaps Associate
Researcher

Current
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Name Project(s) Status Presently at
Omri

Buchman
Sampling the

Husimi
distribution

PhD
student

Current

Marcel
Fabian

Stochastic
methods

German
PhD

student

Current

Vojtech
Vlcek

Energy curvature
in density

functional theory

Joint PhD
student

with
Bayreuth
University
Germany

Current

Yael Cytter Stochastic
evaluation of the
Exchange energy

PhD
student

Current

Mohammad
Attrash

Quantum
Langevin dynamics

MSc
student

Current

Efrat
Haddad

Curvature in DFT MSc
student

Current

Eitam
Arnon

Stochastic
methods

MSc
student

Current

Ben Spiro Protein
interactions

MSc Current

Dr. Adva
Baratz

Molecular
electronics

Graduated
2013

Researcher
@

Biological
Institute,

Ness Ziona
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Name Project(s) Status Presently at
Dr. Tamar

Stein
Charge transfer

excitations
Graduated

2012
Postdoc @

Rice
University

Dr. Shlomit
Jacobi

Auxiliary Field
Monte Carlo

Graduated
2012

Postdoc @
Tel Aviv

University
Dr.

Rebecca
Granot

Helium in
diamonds

Graduated
2009

Researcher
at dead sea

corp
Dr. Esther
Livshits

Tuned density
functional theory

Graduated
2009

Researcher
in Fritz
Haber
center

Conference organization

• Dead sea workshop on excitons in natural and man made
systems, February 2013 (together with Sandy Ruhman and
Daniel Harries)

• The Batsheva de Rothschild Seminar on Molecular Elec-
tronics 2015, 40 years later (June 7–12, 2015, Maale
Hachamisha, Israel)

Table 6.2: Baer collaborations

Name Project(s) Institution
Leeor Kronik Tuned density

functional theory
Weizmann

Daniel
Neuhauser

Stochastic electronic
structure

UCLA
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Name Project(s) Institution
Eran Rabani Multiexciton

generation in NCs;
Stochastic electronic

structure

Tel Aviv
University

Ulrike Salzner Electronic structure of
polymers

Bilkent
University

Dr. Gerd
Steinle–Neumann’s

group

Gaps in solids Bayerisches
Geoinstitut

Bayreuth Univ
Ioannis and
Giannoula

Theodorakopou-
los

Charge transfer
excitations

Hellenic
Research

Foundation

Prizes Honors, editorial and review boards etc.

• 2013 Klachky Prize for the Advancement of the Frontiers of
Science

• 2013–2015 Member of JPC Editorial Advisory Board

• 2011–2012 Associate Editor of Theoretical Chemistry Ac-
counts (Springer)

• 2011 Guest Editor for Special Issue on "Open Problems in
Time dependent density functional Theory", for Chemical
Physics Journal (together with L. Kronik and S. Kuemmel).

• 2010 Excellent Teacher in the Science Faculty (by student
vote)

• 2010–2014 Member of the Editorial Committee, Annual Re-
views of Physical Chemistry
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• 2010–today Member of the Minerva Fellowships Committee
of the Max Planck Society

• 2007 Excellent Teacher in the Science Faculty (by student
vote)

• 2006 Editorial Advisory Board “Physical Chem-
istry–Chemical Physics”.

Table 6.3: Baer active personal grants

Project Collaborators Period Found -
ation

Total
grant

thousands
Degeneracies

in DFT
Personal

grant
2010–14 ISF $260

Methane –
Methanol

conversion
on surfaces

M. Asscher,
HUJI

2012–15 ISF $90

Stochastic
DFT with
molecular
dynamics

Personal
grant

2015–19 ISF $260

Methane–Methanol
conversion
on surfaces

M. Asscher,
HUJI

2012–15 ASAF $90

Stochastic
GW for

quasiparti-
cle

energies

E. Rabani,
TAU and

UC
Berkeley

2014–17 FIRST.ISF $120
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Project Collaborators Period Found -
ation

Total
grant

thousands
Stochastic

MP2
approaches

D.
Neuhauser,

UCLA

2014–17 BSF $84

High–field
Physics &

Attosecond
Science

R. Kosloff,
D. Strasser

and G.
Marcus (all

in HUJI)

2015–18 Wolfson
Founda-

tion

UK1,000
(incl. 50%
matching)
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Avinoam Ben–Shaul’s
group

Research

My current research concentrates on: (i) The molecular and
statistical–thermodynamic aspects of cell–cell adhesion. In 2013
the emphasis was on the statistical–thermodynamic formulation
of the relationship between the (quasi–2D) adhesion affinity be-
tween membrane–bound receptors, and the commonly measured
(3D) binding affinity of free receptors in solution. The work on
this topic was done in collaboration with Yinghao Wu and Barry
Honig from Columbia University. (ii) The physical–chemistry of
"DNA and RNA in and out of viral capsids" . In 2013 the focus
of research on this topic was: (a) The RNA–assisted assembly of
viruses. Work on this topic is done in collaboration with Bill Gel-
bart, Charles Knobler and their students from UCLA, in particular
Surendra Walter Singaram who recently arrived in Jerusalem for
a second six–months’ stay. (b) The theory of confinement entropy
in DNA packaging into viral capsids. (iii) With Sylvio May and

43
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Daniel Harries we have also revisited and published a compre-
hensive review on Biopolymer membrane interactions. The titles
and abstracts of the relevant publications that emerged from the
above research are outlined below, along with some of the rele-
vant figures.

Theory and Simulations of Adhesion Receptor Dimerization on
Membrane Surfaces [13]

The equilibrium constants of trans and cis dimerization of mem-
brane bound (“2D”) and freely moving (“3D”) adhesion re-
ceptors are expressed and compared using elementary statisti-
cal–thermodynamics. Both processes are mediated by the binding
of extracellular sub–domains whose range of motion in the 2D
environment is reduced upon dimerization, defining a thin “re-
action shell” where dimer formation and dissociation take place.
We express the molecular partition functions of monomers and
dimers, and thus the 2D.3D ratio of equilibrium constants, as a
product of individual factors expressing, respectively, the spatial
ranges of motions of the adhesive domains, and their rotational
freedom within the reaction shell. The results predicted by the
theory are compared to those obtained from dynamical simula-
tions for pairs of receptors performing realistic translational, in-
ternal, and rotational motions in 2D and 3D, using cadherins as
a model system. We use our results to discuss how the strength
of cis and trans interactions of adhesive receptors are affected
by their presence in the constrained inter–membrane space. Our
work provides fundamental insights as to the mechanism of lat-
eral clustering of adhesion receptors following cell–cell contact
and to the formation of lateral micro–clusters of proteins on cell
surfaces even in the absence of contact.
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Figure 7.1: Schematic illustration of the simulation boxes used to
calculate trans dimer binding affinities of freely translating and ro-
tating receptors in 3D (a), and 2D (b). The lower traces indicate
the temporal fluctuations determining the dynamical equilibrium
between monomer and dimer states.

Characterization of Viral Capsid Protein Self–Assembly Around
Short Single–Stranded RNA

Mauricio Comas–Garcia, Rees F. Garmann, Surendra W. Singaram,
Avinoam Ben–Shaul, Charles M. Knobler, and William M. Gelbart,
submitted.

For many viruses, the packaging of a single–stranded RNA
(ss–RNA) genome is spontaneous, driven by capsid pro-
tein–capsid protein (CP) and CP–RNA interactions. Furthermore,
for some multipartite ss–RNA viruses, copackaging of two or
more RNA molecules is a common strategy. Here we focus on
RNA copackaging in vitro by using cowpea chlorotic mottle virus
(CCMV) CP and an RNA molecule that is short (500nt) compared
to the lengths [3200nt, 2800nt, and (2200+800)nt] packaged
in wild type virions. We show that the degree of cooperativ-
ity of virus assembly depends not only on the relative strength
of the CP–CP and CP–RNA complexes but also on the assembly
pathway. Since a single 500nt RNA molecule cannot form a cap-
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sid by itself, its packaging requires the aggregation of multiple
CP–RNA complexes. By using bulk–solution and single–molecule
techniques we show that at neutral pH, RNA and CP form amor-
phous complexes that are smaller than the wild–type capsid, and
that fully–formed nucleocapsids (virus–like particles [VLP]s) are
formed only upon acidification, with four 500–nt RNAs packaged
into each VLP. On the basis of these results we argue that multi-
ple–RNA CP.RNA complex formation is driven by CP–CP interac-
tions and that the resulting cooperativity involves equilibrium be-
tween multiple–RNA CP.RNA complexes and single–RNA CP.RNA
complexes.

Entropy, Energy, and Bending of DNA in Viral Capsids [14]

Inspired by novel single–molecule and bulk solution measure-
ments, the physics underlying the forces and pressures involved
in DNA packaging into bacteriophage capsids became the focus of
numerous recent theoretical models. These fall into two general
categories: Continuum elastic theories (CT), and simulation stud-
ies–mostly of the molecular dynamics (MD) genre. Both types of
models account for the dependence of the force, and hence the
packaging free energy (∆F), on the loaded DNA length, but dif-
fer markedly in interpreting their origin. While DNA confinement
entropy is a dominant contribution to ∆F in the MD simulations,
in the CT theories this role is fulfilled by interstrand repulsion,
and there is no explicit entropy term. The goal of this letter is
to resolve this apparent contradiction, elucidate the origin of the
entropic term in the MD simulations, and point out its tacit pres-
ence in the CT treatments.

Entropy Changes in Viral DNA Packaging

Avinoam Ben–Shaul Biophysical J. In Press.
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Figure 7.2: Cryo–electron micrographs of the assemblies at neutral
pH and after acidification. a) Pure 500–nt RNA. b) At a CP:RNA
mass ratio of 6:1, neutral pH CP.RNA complexes are amorphous and
their electron density is low compared to that of properly formed
VLPs; however, their size and shape are close to those of a capsid. c)
It is only upon pH acidification of the 6:1 solution of complexes that
proper capsids (VLPs) are formed. The scale bar is 25 nm.

The comment by Stephen Harvey concludes with two resolute
statements regarding my recent letter about DNA packaging into
viral capsids (Biophysical J., 104, L15–L17, 2013). Harvey agrees
with my interpretation of the origin of the large confinement en-
tropy predicted by the molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of
his group, and its sensitive dependence on the molecular param-
eters of their worm–like chain (WLC) model of double stranded
(ds)DNA. On the other hand, he objects to the notion that the
confinement entropy is already included in the interstrand re-
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Figure 7.3: (A) Interstrand interaction potential per unit length of
one DNA “rod” in a bundle of parallel rods vs. their distance: CT
(red) vs. MD (blue). (B) Cross sections through the bundles.

pulsion free energy derived from osmotic stress measurements,
which constitutes a major contribution to the packaging free en-
ergy used in recent continuum theories of this process. Harvey
suggests instead that the confinement entropy should be added
to this free energy as a separate term (using, for instance, the
method described in my letter). I will argue that this addition is
redundant, and will also relate to his comments regarding the
reference to the work of Riemer and Bloomfield (Biopolymers,
17, 785–794, 1978) in the continuum theories.

Counterion Release in Membrane–Biopolymer Interactions [15]

When two oppositely charged macroions are brought into con-
tact, a large fraction of the mobile counterions that previously
surrounded each isolated macromolecule is released into the
bulk solution, thereby increasing the counterions translational
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Figure 7.4: Spontaneous lipoplex formation by mixing dsDNA and
cationic lipid membranes. Hexagonal complexes are formed when
one of the lipid components (in this illustration the helper lipid) is
characterized by a negative spontaneous curvature, c0<0, or when
the lipid membrane is soft enough.

entropy. The entropy gain associated with this counterion re-
lease mechanism is the driving force for various macroion bind-
ing processes, such as protein–membrane, protein–DNA, and
DNA–membrane complexation. In this review we focus on the
role of counterion release in the interaction between charged
macromolecules and oppositely charged lipid membranes. The
electrostatic interaction is generally coupled to other degrees of
freedom of the membrane, or of the adsorbed macroion. Thus,
for example, when a basic protein adsorbs onto a binary fluid
membrane comprising anionic and neutral lipids then, in addi-
tion to the release of the mobile counterions to the bulk solution,
the protein polarizes the membrane composition by attracting the
charged lipids to its immediate vicinity. This process, which en-
hances the electrostatic attraction, is partly hampered by the con-
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comitant loss of two–dimensional (2D) lipid mixing entropy, so
that the resulting lipid distribution reflects the balance between
these opposing tendencies. In membranes containing both mono-
valent and multivalent lipids, as is often the case with biological
membranes, the peripheral protein preferentially interacts with
(and thus immobilizes) the multivalent lipids, because a smaller
number of these lipids are needed to neutralize its charge. The
monovalent “counterlipids” are thus free to translate in the re-
maining area of the membrane. This entropy–driven counterlipid
release mechanism in 2D is analogous to the extensively studied
phenomenon of DNA condensation by polyvalent cations in 3D.
Being self–assembled fluid aggregates, lipid bilayers can respond
to interactions with peripheral or integral (whether charged or
neutral) macromolecules in various ways. Of particular interest
in this review is the interplay between electrostatic interactions,
the lipid composition degrees of freedom mentioned above, and
membrane curvature elasticity, as will be discussed in some detail
in the context of the thermodynamic stability and phase behavior
of lipid–DNA complexes (also known as “lipoplexes”). This arti-
cle is primarily theoretical, but the systems and phenomena con-
sidered are directly related to and motivated by specific experi-
ments. The theoretical modeling is generally based on mean–field
level approaches, specifically the Poisson–Boltzmann theory for
electrostatic interactions, sometimes in conjunction with coarse
grained computer simulations.
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R. Benny Gerber’s group

Research

Calculations predict a stable molecular crystal of N8 [16]

Nitrogen, one of the most abundant elements in nature, forms
the highly stable N2 molecule in its elemental state. In con-
trast, polynitrogen compounds comprising only nitrogen atoms
are rare, and no molecular crystal made of these compounds has
been prepared. Here, we predict the existence of such a molecular
solid, consisting of N8 molecules, that is metastable even at ambi-
ent pressure (see Figure 8.1). In the solid state, the N8 monomers
retain the same structure and bonding pattern as those they adopt
in the gas phase. The interactions that bind N8 molecules to-
gether are weak van der Waals and electrostatic forces. The solid
is, according to calculations, more stable than a previously re-
ported polymeric nitrogen solid, including at low pressure (below
20 GPa). The structure and properties of the N8 molecular crystal
are discussed and a possible preparation strategy is suggested.

51
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Figure 8.1:Crystal structure of N8 solid and bonding pattern in N8
molecules. (a) Unit cell of solid N8. (b) Lewis structure of N8 as
derived from Natural Bond Orbital analysis. (c) N8 crystalline solid.
The unit cell contains 2 different isomers of N8, EZE and EEE, about
3.2 A apart.

Isomerization and Decomposition of a Criegee Intermediate in the
Ozonolysis of Alkenes: Dynamics Using a Multireference Potential

[17]

Ozonolysis of many organic compounds proceeds through car-
bonyl oxides, called Criegee Intermediates. These are currently of
major interest in atmospheric chemistry. In this work the isomer-
ization and decomposition dynamics of the simplest Criegee In-
termediate CH2OO (see Figure 8.2) is studied by classical trajec-
tory simulations using the multireference ab–initio MR–T2 poten-
tial on the fly with algorithm we developed. Usage of high level
ab initio method like MR–PT2 is essential is this case because of
complex electronic structure of Criegee Intermediates. The con-
tributions of different configurations to the multiconfigurational
total electronic wavefunction vary dramatically, along the trajec-
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Figure 8.2: CH2OO minimum structure and corresponding main
configurations of multireference wavefunction together with CI co-
efficient. Numbers on the structure are bond lengths in angstroms
and partial charges from NBO analysis.

tories. Complex changes in the electronic wavefunction are suc-
cessfully modeled. For initial temperature of 300K, starting from
transition state the first step of the process, CH2OO → CH2O2,
ends in 50 fs. In the second step CH2O2 isomerizes into formic
acid after about 2800 fs, which then decomposes at about 2900 fs

from the beginning of the trajectory into CO + H2O after few
internal proton transfers. Because of careful analysis of multicon-
figurational wavefunction it became easy to distinguish H atom
transfer events, like the one in CH2O2 → HCOOH isomeriza-
tion, and proton transfers, that occurred before decomposing into
CO + H2O. The important conclusion from this study is a fact
that when the decomposition of CH2OO when initiated goes ex-
tremely fast into final products of CO + H2O, and the dioxirane
molecule CH2O2 even though lower in energy is not stable, when
formed from CH2OO.
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A Computational Study of the Intermediates in the Oxidation of
Ammonia in the Formation of NOx Species [18]

Experimental studies revealed the production of NO and NO2

from ammonia (NH3) in the presence of O2 and water at a tita-
nium dioxide (TiO2) surface under irradiation. In the proposed
mechanism the irradiated TiO2 surface serves as a source of elec-
tron hole pairs that convert NH3 to the amino radical (NH2).
It was assumed that NH2 reacts with O2 forming NH2O2. If
this species can isomerize to NHOOH and subsequently form
NO + H2O through proton transfer from the NH2 group to the
terminal oxygen, the experimentally observed products can be
explained. The gas phase process was previously studied com-
putationally revealing high barriers. This is consistent with the
current experiments in which the NOx products were not ob-
served under dry conditions. However, water appears to promote
the reaction. The current computational study (see Figure 8.3) fo-
cused on the structure and energetics of the intermediates in the
presence of solvation. It was confirmed that water stabilizes the
intermediates. Also, the structure of the solvating water suggests
that proton transfer along a ’water wire’ allows for the proton
transfer for isomerization and formation of the products.

Photochemistry of Aldehydes: Dynamics simulation of pentanal
[19]

Aldehyde photochemistry has been a field of extensive research
in the last years, mainly experimentally. However, there are still
open questions regarding the mechanisms and timescales of pho-
toinduced reactions. The recent study addresses these questions
using a semiempirical approach. The main reaction channels in
aldehyde photochemistry include the Norrish type I (the first step
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Figure 8.3: By comparing the gas phase structures (a) and (b), to
the species solvated by two, (c) and (d), or five, (e) and (f), waters,
we show that the structural differences between intermediates are
reduced by solvation.

is the C–Cg cleavage), Norrish type II (g–H transfer to the car-
bonyl group is the first step) and H detachment reactions (see
Figure 8.4). Those reactions are taking place on the triplet sur-
face following intersystem crossing from the singlet excited state.
The simulation employs the semiempirical OM2 hamiltonian for
the molecular dynamics on the triplet state. The molecular dy-
namics simulations shed light on the ratio between both Norrish
type reactions: 34 % of trajectories prefer to dissociate according
the Norrish type I channel (cleavage of the C–Cg bond resulting
in a CHO and a C4H9 radical) whereas 66 % of the trajectories
tend to transfer a hydrogen from the Cg atom to the carbonyl
group. This is very close to the experimental observed ratio. Fur-
thermore, a minor pathway, namely H detachment, has been also
observed in this system. The timescales of these reactions are lo-
cated in different regimes: Norrish type I reactions occur on two
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Figure 8.4: Schematic presentation of possible reactions after pho-
toexcitation of pentanal.

timescales: one is ultrafast and below 10 ps, and the second one
is slower, starting at 45 ps. Norrish type II reactions occur after
20 ps. The figure below shows an overview of the photoinduced
reactions in pentanal.

Acid dissociation on mineral surfaces [20]

Acidification and hydrogen transfer reactions are of interest to
atmospheric science. We have studied the ionization of HCl on
hydroxylated (0001) a–quartz with a single physisorbed water
layer at the temperature of 250 K. For our simulations, we have
employed ab initio molecular dynamics with the forces calculated
from density functional theory supplemented with a dispersion
correction. Our results (see Figure 8.5) may be summarized as
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follows. (1) Prior to the addition of HCl, the H2O monolayer on
this surface is ordered, even at 250–300 K. This is an example of
ice XI, a proton–ordered, ferroelectric ice. The H2O monolayer
forms a nearly flat bilayer and thus contains strained hydrogen
bonds. (2) The single H2O monolayer suffices for spontaneous
HCl ionization. This ionization occurs more readily than on ordi-
nary ice, where defects are needed. We believe that the strained
hydrogen bonds within the H2O monolayer enhance its reactiv-
ity compared to ordinary ice Ih. (3) The ionization is followed
by proton migration (via Grotthuss and Agmon mechanisms)
through the water adlayer. This process is exothermic and even-
tually “melts” the ordered, ice–like layer. Such melting has been
previously observed for HCl ionization on ice. (4) We obtained vi-
brational spectra in fair agreement with experiment. With regard
to atmospheric implications, we believe that wet silica surfaces,
given their ubiquity in the natural and built environments, may
significantly contribute to heterogeneous chemistry in the tropo-
sphere. Our work has recently appeared and we are continuing
our examination of other atmospherically relevant acids on min-
eral surfaces. We look forward to collaboration with experimen-
talists capable of verifying our predictions with surface–sensitive
spectroscopies.

Ionization of Nitric Acid on Crystalline Ice [21]

Nitric acid is an important and abundant atmospheric species.
Its interaction with cirrus and stratospheric clouds is relevant for
the composition of these clouds and for the amount of reactive
nitrogen species in the upper stropos– and lower stratosphere.
Motivated by its importance, a large amount of both experimental
and theoretical effort has been dedicated in the past in studying
the interaction of nitric acid with ice surfaces.
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Figure 8.5: Top surface of hydroxylated (0001) a–quartz, with
physisorbed water layer. Insets: Snapshots (after addition of HCl,
silanol top layer only shown), from left to right: free HCl;
hydrogen–bonded HCl; Contact Ion Pair Cl––H3O+; and Sol-
vent–Separated Ion Pair Cl(H2O)H3O+. The respective spectral sig-
natures (velocity density of states) are also shown, with the arrows
marking the increase of intensity in the “hydronium continuum”
region.
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We studied this problem using molecular dynamics within den-
sity functional theory and by looking at the ionization processes
of nitric acid with ice surfaces. Our ice model consisted of the
ideal hexagonal ice basal plane which is the most abundant
ice surface under atmospheric conditions. Such ice surfaces are
known to be "rough" and to exhibit the so–called quasi–liquid
layer. For this reason the effect of ice surface defects on nitric
acid ionization was studied in detail.

Defects and kink sites of the perfect ice basal plane were known
from earlier studies to be active for acid ionization. This is the
case for monatomic anions, such as the hydrochloric acid. We
found that ice defects are very efficient in ionizing and solvating
a large polyatomic anion as well, such as the nitrate NO3– of the
nitric acid. Non–hydrogen bonded oxygen lone pairs and debili-
tated hydrogen bonds at the defect site were seen to be reactive
for ionization and solvation. Proton migration, when observed,
exhibited collective proton jumps along hydrogen–bonded paths,
consistent with earlier studies of proton migration in ice. The ice
basal plane also exhibits an ideal site for the Zundel cation which
was observed to be very receptive in accepting the donated pro-
ton. Concluding, when placed and positioned in a defect site, ni-
tric acid ionization can take place in picosecond timescales. This
implies high reactivity for atmospheric ice surfaces in general, as
several earlier theoretical studies have emphasized the difficulties
of aqueous surfaces to solvate and ionize nitric acid efficiently.

Scientific activities

Gerber’s group, the achievements and collaborations are sum-
marized in Tables (8.1 and 8.2).
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Table 8.1: Gerber group members

Name Status Presently
Dr. Dorit Shemesh Senior

postdoctoral
researcher

Current

Dr. Tapta K. Roy Postdoctoral
researcher

Current

Dr. Moshe
Goldstein

Postdoctoral
researcher

Current

Dr. Brina Brauer Postdoctoral
researcher

Left in 2013

Roie Knaanie PhD Current
Michelle Dvores PhD Current

Lior Sagiv PhD Current
Adi Shahar MSc Graduated 2013

Barak Hirshberg MSc Current
Tamar Gantman MSc Current
Dr. Arik Cohen Part time

collaborator and
reseacher

Computational
chemistry team
leader, Evogene

Corp.
Dr. Michel E.

Varner
Postdoctoral
Researcher

Based in UC Irvine

Dr. Garold
Murdachaew

Postdoctoral
Researcher

Based in the
University of

Helsinki
Jaroslaw

Kalinowski
PhD Student at U.

Helsinki.
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Table 8.2: Prof. Gerber collaborations

Name Project(s) Institution
Audrey Dell
Hammerich

NOxreactions with
HCl(g) on aqueous

surfaces

University of
Illinois at
Chicago

Frank Neese Introduction of VSCF
Codes for

spectroscopy
calculations into the

ORCA suite of
programs

MPI for
bio–anorganic

chemistry
Mulheim

Recent Prizes Honors, editorial and review boards etc.

• Medal of the Institute of Organic Chemistry and Biochem-
istry of the Czech Academy of Sciences, 2006

• Foreign Member of the Finnish Academy of Science and Let-
ters, elected 2007.

• Festschrift for R.B. Gerber, a Special Issue of The Journal
of Physical Chemistry, J. Phys. Chem. A, Vol. 113, Issue 26
(2009). Guest Editors: A.B. McCoy, A.I. Krylov, V. Buch.

• Advisory Editorial Board Member, Chemical Physics Letters,
2010–2012.

• Advisory Editorial Board Member, Computational Materials
Science

• Advisory Editorial Board Member, Chemical Physics

• Editorial Board Member of Phys Chem Chem Phys since
2012.
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• Appointed "Finland Distinguished Professor" at the Univer-
sity of Helsinki,for 2012-2015.

• Fellow of the Royal Society of Chemistry (UK) elected 2013.

• ACS Symposium held in Prof. Gerber’s honor,"A little insight
goes a long way: Role of theory in spectroscopy and chemi-
cal dynamics",Dallas,Texas,March 16-20, 2014.
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Daniel Harries’ group

The group’s research focuses on how biologically complex solva-
tion environments direct macromolecular association and lead to
formation of complexes that can carry specific functions in cells.
We have been following the effects of crowded and stressed en-
vironments on the folding and self assembly of peptides, and the
organization of proteins in membranes under lipid stress. Our aim
is to formulate a unified molecular mechanism of these stressed
environments. In the following we describe highlights from our
endeavors.

Peptide and protein folding and aggregation in stressed and
crowded solutions

Cosolute effect on protein folding

Many cosolutes markedly affect the properties of biomacro-
molecules in aqueous solutions. Protective osmolytes, for exam-
ple, are naturally occurring, molecularly small cosolutes widely
found in many biological systems. These osmolytes are known to
stabilize proteins and peptides in their native folded conforma-
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tion, and therefore garner considerable interest for technological
and medical applications. Molecularly larger cosolutes, such as
the polymers PEG and dextran, also stabilize proteins in their
folded state. On the other hand, denaturants, such as urea and
salts, guandinium chloride for example, are known to destabilize
proteins. The thermodynamic basis for cosolute action is well de-
scribed in terms of their preferential interactions, whereby stabi-
lizing cosolutes are preferentially excluded from the protein sol-
vent accessible surface area. However, the molecular mechanism
for their action has not yet been resolved. We have been following
the mechanism responsible for cosolute action by using Circular
Dichroism (CD) and computer simulations to explore the folding
process of a 16 amino acids peptide. In this effort, an important
goal is to dissect the change in free energy upon cosolute addition
into the associated contributions of enthalpy and entropy, form-
ing a "thermodynamic fingerprint" for biomolecular processes in
the presence of cosolutes. As stabilizing cosolutes are excluded
from protein surfaces, they were commonly thought to be "crow-
ders" that act through an entropic–driven process, or depletion
force. Our experiments show that the polymers PEG and dextran
indeed tend to stabilize proteins through an entropic mechanism.
Surprisingly however, compatible osmolytes, such as sorbitol and
trehalose, act through an enthalpic–driven process. In addition,
we have recently compiled and amassed previously published
data from many labs concerning the effect of cosolutes on var-
ious protein processes, Figure 9.1. These include multi–domain
protein folding, as well as protein–protein and protein–ligand in-
teractions. The distinction between thermodynamic fingerprints
of large crowders and osmolytes occurs in most systems studied,
indicating that the phenomenon of thermodynamic diversity is
not specific to our model peptide. This difference indicates that
these cosolutes act through different molecular mechanisms, giv-
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ing rise to a similar stabilizing effect. Our molecular dynamics
simulations of the model peptide in water and sorbitol solutions
have traced the enthalpic contributions to changes in hydrogen
bonding within the solution.

This project is led by Shahar Sukenik and Liel Sapir.
To trace the molecular origins of enthalpically–driven stabi-

lization, we have performed Monte–Carlo simulations of sim-
ple ternary mixtures. In this system, we follow the interac-
tion between two rods ("macromolecules") in various binary
Lennard–Jones solutions composed of a solvent ("water") and
cosolute ("osmolytes"), Figure 9.2. Including intermolecular in-
teractions beyond hard–core repulsions endowed interesting fea-
tures to the cosolute–induced dimerization of the rods. Surpris-
ingly, even in this simple system we show depletion interactions
can be enthalpically driven. The analysis of these simulations
trace the origin of this kind of stabilization to effective "soft" re-
pulsions between macromolecule and cosolute.

Using computer simulations, we aim to further elucidate the
molecular origin of osmolyte–induced effects on protein folding.
Using all–atom simulations of our model peptide we will be able
to follow specific molecular changes induced by osmolyte addi-
tion. The study is led by Liel Sapir.

Cosolute effects on amyloid aggregation

Beyond their effect on peptide stability, cosolutes also strongly
affect the process of protein self–assembly termed amyloid ag-
gregation. This condition often stems from misfolded proteins or
peptides, and is thought to be the underlying cause of patholo-
gies such as Alzheimer’s disease and type II diabetes. In the last
two decades, much experimental data has been gathered on the
way cosolutes affect amyloid formation. It was found that while
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Figure 9.1Thermodynamic fingerprints of cosolute effects on vari-
ous protein processes. Colors represent cosolute identity and sym-
bol shapes represent the studied protein and process. (A) En-
tropy–enthalpy plot for polymeric crowders. Data points correspond
to our model peptide folding (1), SOD binding of catalase (#),
ubiquitin folding (0), CI2 folding (6), and a–lactalbumin fold-
ing (3). Inset: an enlarged part of the plot around the origin.
(B) Entropy–enthalpy plot for osmolytes. Data points correspond
to a–chymotrypsin folding (#), our model peptide folding (1),
integrase DNA binding (6), and lyzosyme folding (0). Inset: an
enlarged part of the plot around the origin. Error bars represent
reported errors where available.
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Figure 9.2: Monte–Carlo simulations of the depletion interaction.
(A) Side and top projections of a simulation snapshot. Solvent
and cosolutes are in cyan and purple, respectively; some particles
were removed for clarity. (B) PMF versus separation d. (C) Varia-
tion of _G with concentration x for several cosolute sizes. (D) En-
tropy–enthalpy plot of the changes upon association.
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some chemicals tended to promote the kinetics of aggregation,
others inhibited it. Currently, there is no accepted molecular level
theory to predict the inhibition of this process. Using CD and flu-
orescence spectroscopy, we have tested the effect of chemically
distinct cosolute families on the amyloid aggregation of a model
peptide. The experiments show that different cosolute families,
despite lacking specific binding, will produce dramatically differ-
ent aggregation kinetics. We found that while small molecules
such as the osmolytes sorbitol and glycerol inhibited the onset of
aggregation, longer PEG polymers did little to affect the kinetics.
In addition, the osmolytes caused a larger mass of monomers to
undergo fibrillation. A novel kinetic model showed that this dif-
ference may be the results of a lower rate of fibril breakage and
monomer dissociation in the presence of polyols versus polymers.
In order to probe the underlying mechanism governing these ef-
fects, we are currently conducting coarse grained molecular dy-
namic simulations of the model peptide system with two coso-
lutes–sorbitol and triethylene glycol–that experimentally exhib-
ited disparate behaviors, figure 3. Using coarse grained simula-
tions allows us to probe longer time scales on larger systems, and
obtain better sampling from our simulations. The coarse graining
procedure we have developed requires input from both experi-
ments and all–atom simulations of the peptide in the presence
of cosolutes. In order to calibrate the conformational ensemble of
the peptide we utilize replica–exchange molecular dynamics with
state–of–the–art Amber forcefields. These are compared with ex-
perimental values of folding free energy, and manage to recreate
the trend, as well as the dissection into entropic and enthalpic
contributions. From these simulations we obtain dihedrals for the
coarse–grained model, and recreate the conformation space of
the all–atom peptide. The cosolutes are calibrated according to
thermodynamically rigorous preferential interaction parameters,
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derived directly from experiment, which relate to the extent of
cosolute exclusion from peptide surfaces. Bringing the two com-
ponents together is expected to give an accurate representation
of the thermodynamics, as well as the kinetics, of amyloid aggre-
gation of our model peptide. The effect of the presence of the two
cosolutes can then be compared to the process in water, and allow
mechanistic insights into the diversity of their effects on the early
stages of amyloid aggregation. These stages are of particular im-
portance since today the widely accepted hypothesis is that early
aggregates, sometimes referred to as proto–fibrils, are the cause
of Alzheimer’s and other neurodegenerative diseases. The study
is carried out by Shahar Sukenik. The simulations are conducted
on the JUROPA cluster of the Jülich Supercomputing Centre, as
part of the European Soft Matter Initiative.

Determining membrane elastic properties from relatively
small simulations

Determining material properties of lipid membranes based
on composition, particularly from simulations, can present
formidable challenges. A major obstacle towards this goal is the
lack of robust methodologies able to reliably quantify elastic pa-
rameters, such as the bending rigidity, KC, for membranes of dif-
ferent lipid compositions and in different fluidity states (i.e., ther-
modynamic phases). We have recently established a general com-
putational approach to determine KC for multicomponent mem-
branes over the entire biologically relevant range of rigidities (in
different thermodynamic phases) and have illustrated its advan-
tage over currently existing computational methodologies used
to extract bending modulii from molecular simulations, Figure
9.4. Moreover, we have shown that our computational approach
can extract the bending modulus, KC, for lipid membranes from
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Figure 9.3: Coarse grained simulations of amyloid aggregation:
Top: comparison of conformational distribution between all–atom
REMD and coarse–grained MARTINI with calibrated dihedrals. Bot-
tom: large–scale coarse grained simulation, containing upwards of
200,000 particles, depicting the initial stages of amyloid aggrega-
tion of our model peptide.
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Figure 9.4: The bending rigidity of soft and stiff membranes that are
composed of several lipids including cholesterol and saturated and
unsaturated lipids can be determined from MD simulations using a
newly devised methodology.

relatively small–scale molecular simulations. Fluctuations in the
splay of individual pairs of lipids faithfully inform on KC in multi-
component membranes over a large range of rigidities in different
thermodynamic phases. Predictions are validated by experiments
even where the standard spectral analysis–based methods that
have been used for almost two decades fail. The local nature
of this method potentially allows its extension to calculations
of KC in protein–laden membranes. Our conclusions from this
joint project between our lab and George Khalashvili and Harel
Weisntein (Cornell Medical School, NYC) have been reported in
several publications in the scientific literature this year.
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Future projects

A major focus in coming years will be the study of macromolec-
ular assembly in ever more complex solutions. Specifically, we
are interested in how such molecules arrange in ionic liquids and
deep eutectic solvents. Ionic liquids are salts that are found in the
liquid state around room temperature. The low melting point in
due to frustrations in the arrangement of ions that is enhanced
by non–Coulombic interactions (such as large nonpolar groups
present on the ions). Deep eutectic solvents are mixtures (for ex-
ample choline salts and urea) with very low melting points com-
pared with their unmixed constituents. These solvents form a new
family of compounds that are completely different to aqueous so-
lutions, and pose multiple opportunities as well as challenges to
understand their salvation behaviors. We are collaborating with
the group of Dominik Horinek (Regensburg) on modeling these
special solvents and their interactions with macromolecules such
as polycarbohydrates. Graduate student Liel Sapir recently visited
the lab of Prof. Horkinek. Complimenting neutron diffraction ex-
periments are planned in collaboration with Christopher Stanley
at the Oak Ridge National Lab, as well as small angle X–ray scat-
tering (SAXS) measurements, through time allocated at the Elet-
tra synchrotron. We are mainly interested in the way biological
macromolecules dissolve in these special solvents. For example,
we have already demonstrated how DNA in deep eutectic solvents
is effectively "thinner" than in water. These differences may be
due to different solute and solvent partitioning around the DNA
molecule. We are also interested in the behavior of liquid–crystal
forming polymers in ionic liquids. Specifically, we wish to un-
derstand how the different solvating environments affect the self
assembly and the force between polymers, figure 5.
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Figure 9.5 (Left) Comparison of DNA in water and in choline chlo-
ride, showing the different solvation properties of the two solvents.
(Right) Hydroxypropyl cellulose assumes nematic order at high con-
centrations when it is solvated in DES. The correlation peak indi-
cated close proximity of the solvated molecules that does not change
much upon solvation in 1:4 (red) to 1:20 (blue).

Scientific activities

Harries’ group, the achievements, grants and activities are sum-
marized in Tables (9.1–9.3).

Conference organization (past 5 years)

• Organizing committee (with D. Andelman and W.M. Gel-
bart) “From Macromolecular to Cell Biophysics”, a 2 day
symposium in Jerusalem, June 2008.

• Organizing committee (with Masha Niv, Koby Levy and Dan
Major) “Biomolecular Modeling and Simulations”, Safed
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Table 9.1: Harries group members

Name Project(s) Status Presently at
Regina
Politi

Peptide folding
in stressed

environments

PhD,
Graduated

2012

Postdoctoral
position with

Prof. Tropsha at
North Carolina
U, Chappell Hill

Gadiel
Saper

Virus assembly
and structure

MSc,
Graduated

2010

Applying for
graduate
studies at

Technion, Haifa
Jennifer
Galanis

Vibrofluidized
granular
material

Postdoctoral
fellow

2008–2010

Currently a
research

associate at
Ben–Gurion
University,

Be’er–Sheva
Shahar
Sukenik

Fibrilation and
aggregation of

peptides in
crowded

environments

PhD
student

Projected to
graduate 2014

Liel
Sapir

Biomolecules in
complex fluids

PhD
student

Projected to
graduate 2016
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13–16 September 2009. Fritz Haber center contribution
noted

• International Scientific meeting committee committee
member, “Liposomes Jerusalem 2011”, Maale Hachamisha,
May 2011.

• Organizing committee (with Susan Perkin, Rudi Podgornik,
Uri Raviv) “Workshop on ionic liquids and coulomb fluids
at interfaces”, London, June 2012.

• Organizing committee (with Dganit Danino) The annual
European Colloid Society Meeting, Haifa, Sept 2014.

Prizes Honors, editorial and review boards etc.

• 2013 Michael Milken Prize for Excellence in Teaching.

• 2011 Student union award for best teacher in faculty of
science.

• 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011 Noted excellent teacher in the Fac-
ulty of Science.

• 2006 Alon fellowship for young researchers.

• Served as peer–review referee for: PNAS, Biophysical J.,
JACS, J. Phys. Chem. B, J. Chem. Phys., Phys. Rev. Lett.,
Phys. Rev. E, Langmuir, Euro. Phys. J.
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Table 9.2: Harries collaborations

Name Project(s) Institution
George

Khelashvili
and Harel
Weinstein

Cholesterol
in

membranes

Cornell

Dominik
Horinek

Deep eutectic
solvents and

carbohy-
drates

Regensburg

Dganit
Danino

Self assembly
of caseins

Technion

Georg Pabst Cholesterol
in

membranes

Austrian
Academy of

Sciences,
Austria

Rudi
Podgornik

Ionic liquids Ljubljana U,
Slovenia

David
Andelman

Coulombic
fluids

Tel Aviv U

Table 9.3: Harries active grants

Project Period Foundation Total grant
Effect of cosolutes

on peptide
aggregation

2013–17 ISF 200,000 USD
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Ronnie Kosloff’s group

Our research efforts focus on quantum phenomena: Quantum
Thermodynamics, Quantum Optimal Control and Photoassociation.
In addition we have an applied research effort devoted to public
safety: our focus was to decipher the relation between structure
and sensitivity of nitro based explosives. [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30].

Quantum Thermodynamics

Quantum thermodynamics addresses the emergence of ther-
modynamic laws from quantum mechanics. The viewpoint ad-
vocated is based on the intimate connection of quantum ther-
modynamics with the theory of open quantum systems. Quan-
tum mechanics inserts dynamics into thermodynamics, giving
a sound foundation to finite–time–thermodynamics. The emer-
gence of the 0–law, I–law, II–law and III–law of thermodynamics
from quantum considerations was presented in a comprehensive
review. The emphasis of this review is on consistency between
the two theories, which address the same subject from different
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Figure 11.1: The quantum tricycle: A quantum generic device cou-
pled simultaneously to a hot, cold and power reservoir. Reversing
the heat currents constructs a quantum refrigerator. All thermody-
namical devices can be reduced to this model

foundations. We claim that inconsistency is the result of faulty
analysis, pointing to flaws in approximations. [25].

We are studying different aspects of quantum refrigerators
studying the limitations on coiling when the absolute zero is ap-
proached. We employ a dynamical version of the III–law of ther-
modynamics. Using this criteria we have commented that popular
models of quantum refrigerators violate the III–law [22].

Quest for absolute zero in the presence of external noise

A reciprocating quantum refrigerator was analyzed with the in-
tention to study the limitations imposed by external noise. In
particular we focus on the behavior of the refrigerator when it
approaches the absolute zero. In a previous study we found that
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when the Hamiltonian has a gap in the spectrum a minimum
temperature is imposed by noise. The cooling cycle is based on
the Otto cycle with a working medium constituted by an ensem-
ble of non-interacting harmonic oscillators. The compression and
expansion segments are generated by changing an external pa-
rameter in the Hamiltonian. In this case the force constant of the
harmonic oscillators k = mω2/2 is modified from an initial to a
final value. As a result, the kinetic and potential energy of the sys-
tem do not commute causing frictional losses. By proper choice of
scheduling function ω(t) frictionless solutions can be obtained in
the noiseless case.We examine the performance of a refrigerator
subject to noise. By expanding from the adiabatic limit we find
that the external noise, Gaussian phase, and amplitude noises re-
duce the amount of heat that can be extracted but nevertheless
the zero temperature can be approached. [27].

Effects of an exceptional point on the dynamics of a single particle
in a time–dependent harmonic trap

The time evolution of a single particle in a harmonic trap with
time–dependent frequency ω(t) has been well studied. But when
the harmonic trap is opened (or closed) as a function of time
while keeping the adiabatic parameter µ = [dω(t)/dt]/ω2(t)

fixed, a sharp transition from an oscillatory to a monotonic ex-
ponential dynamics occurs at µ = 2. At this transition point, the
time evolution has an exceptional point (EP) at all instants. This
situation, where an EP of a time–dependent Hermitian Hamilto-
nian is obtained at any given time, is very different from other
known cases. In the present case, we have shown that the order
of the EP depends on the set of observables used to describe the
dynamics. Our finding is relevant to the dynamics of a single ion
in a magnetic, optical, or rf trap, and of diluted gases of ultra-
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cold atoms in optical traps. [26]. This study address the adiabatic
branches in quantum reciprocating refrigerators.

These studies were performed by Tova Feldmann, Amikam
Levi, Erik E. Torrontegui, Raam Uzdin, Emanuele G. Dalla Torre,
in collaboration with Nimrod Moiseyev and Robert Alicki.

Quantum Optimal Control Theory

Quantum optimal control is devoted to finding control paths
that lead a system from an initial state to a final objective. In
recent years a connection has been found to the field of quantum
computing where the objective is a unitary transformation.

Noise and Controllability: Suppression of Controllability in Large
Quantum Systems

A closed quantum system is defined as completely controllable
if an arbitrary unitary transformation can be executed using the
available controls. In practice, control fields are a source of un-
avoidable noise. Can one design control fields such that the ef-
fect of noise is negligible on the time–scale of the transforma-
tion? Complete controllability, in practice, requires that the ef-
fect of noise can be suppressed for an arbitrary transformation.
The present study considers a paradigm of control, where the
Lie–algebraic structure of the control Hamiltonian is fixed, while
the size of the system increases determined by the dimension of
the Hilbert space representation of the algebra. We find two types
of control tasks easy and hard. Easy tasks are characterised by a
small variance of the evolving state with respect to the operators
of the control algebra. They are relatively immune to noise and
the control field is easy to find. Hard tasks have a large variance,
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are sensitive to noise and the control field is hard to find. The in-
fluence of noise increases with the size of the system, measured
by the scale N of the largest weight of the representation. For
fixed time and control field as O(N) for easy tasks and as O(N2)

for hard tasks. As a consequence, even in the most favourable es-
timate, for large quantum systems, generic noise in the controls
dominates for a typical class of target transformations, i.e., com-
plete controllability is destroyed by noise. [30]. Work of Michael
Khasin and Shimshon Kallush.

Optimal–control theory of harmonic generation

Coherent control of harmonic generation was studied theoreti-
cally. A specific harmonic order was targeted. An optimal con-
trol theory was employed to find the driving field where restric-
tions were imposed on the frequency band. Additional restric-
tions were added to suppress undesired outcomes, such as ion-
ization and dissociation. The method was formulated in the fre-
quency domain. An update procedure for the field based on relax-
ation was employed. The method was tested on several examples
demonstrating the generation of high frequencies from a driving
field with a restricted frequency band. Work of Ido Shefer [23].

Study of hot and cold Photoassociation

Two–photon photoassociation of hot magnesium atoms by fem-
tosecond laser pulses, creating electronically excited magnesium
dimer molecules, was studied from first principles, combining
ab initio quantum chemistry and molecular quantum dynamics.
This theoretical framework allows for rationalizing the gener-
ation of molecular rovibrational coherence from thermally hot
atoms [L. Rybak et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 107, 273001 (2011)].
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The coupled cluster and multi–reference configuration interac-
tion frameworks are used to calculate the relevant potential en-
ergy curves, one–photon and two–photon transition matrix el-
ements, dynamical Stark shifts, as well as spin–orbit couplings
and non–adiabatic radial couplings. Random phase thermal wave
functions are employed to model the thermal ensemble of hot col-
liding atoms. Comparing two different choices of basis functions,
random phase wavefunctions built from eigenstates are found to
have the fastest convergence for the photoassociation yield. The
interaction of the colliding atoms with a femtosecond laser pulse
is modeled non–perturbatively to account for the strong–field ef-
fects observed in the experiment. [29]

This study is an experimental–theoretical collaborative effort
with the groups of Zohar Amitay at the Technion, Christian Koch
at Kassel and Robert Moszynski at Warsaw.

Production of ultracold molecules with chirped nanosecond
pulses: Evidence for coherent effects. We use frequency–chirped
light on the nanosecond time scale to produce ultracold 87Rb2
molecules in the lowest triplet state via the process of photoas-
sociation. Comparing to quantum simulations of the molecular
formation, we conclude that coherent stimulated emission plays
an important role and is primarily responsible for the significant
difference observed between positive and negative chirps. [24]
work of J. L. Carini, J. A. Pechkis, C. E. Rogers III, P. L. Gould
and S. Kallush.
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Decomposition of Condensed Phase Energetic Materials: In-
terplay Between Uni– and Bimolecular Mechanisms

Activation energy for the decomposition of explosives is a cru-
cial parameter of performance. The dramatic suppression of ac-
tivation energy in condensed phase decomposition of nitroaro-
matic explosives has been an unresolved issue for over a decade.
We rationalize the reduction in activation energy as a result of
a mechanistic change from unimolecular decomposition in the
gas phase to a series of radical bimolecular reactions in the con-
densed phase. This is in contrast to other classes of explosives,
such as nitramines and nitrate esters, whose decomposition pro-
ceeds via unimolecular reactions both in the gas and in the con-
densed phase. The thermal decomposition of a model nitroaro-
matic explosive, 2,4,6–trinitrotoluene (TNT), is presented as a
prime example. Electronic structure and reactive molecular dy-
namics (ReaxFF–lg) calculations allowed us to directly probe the
condensed phase chemistry under extreme conditions of temper-
ature and pressure, identifying the key bimolecular radical reac-
tions responsible for the low activation route. This study eluci-
dates the origin of the difference between the activation ener-
gies in the gas phase (62 kcal.mol) and the condensed phase (35
kcal/mol) of TNT. On the basis of these findings, the different
reactivities of nitro–based organic explosives are rationalized as
an interplay between uni– and bimolecular processes. The reac-
tion kinetics of the thermal decomposition of hot, dense liquid
TNT was studied from first–principles–based ReaxFF multiscale
reactive dynamics simulation strategy. The decomposition process
was followed starting from the initial liquid phase, decomposi-
tion to radicals, continuing through formation of carbon–clusters
products, and finally to formation of the stable gaseous products.
We find that the decomposition of liquid and solid TNT are similar
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both leading to the formation of soot. [28].
Work of David Furman, Faina Dubnikova, Sergey V. Zybin,

William A. Goddard III, Naomi Rom, Barak Hirshberg and Yehuda
Zeiri.

Future plans

Our focus will be on quantum thermodynamics. We are in the
process of preparing a review paper on quantum continuous de-
vices. The quantum nature appears in the global structure of
these devices. We can show that local approximations can violate
the II–law of thermodynamics. We intend to study these effects.
In addition we intend to continue our study of the II–law of ther-
modynamics.

Together with Dr. Gil Katz we are developing a consistent sim-
ulation method for quantum open systems: The Stochastic Sur-
rogate Hamiltonian. We will employ this method to the problem
of transport. This will link our studies in quantum dynamics with
quantum thermodynamics.

Students and postdocs

• Amikam Levi, graduate student in my group.

• Morag AmShalem, graduate student in my group.

• Ido Shefer, graduate student in my group.

• David Furman, graduate student in my group.

• Raam Uzdin Post doctoral researcher.
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Figure 10.2: The stochastic surrogate Hamiltonian view of a system
and bath. The system is described as a wavefunction on a potential.
The bath is described by Bloch spheres.
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Raphael D. Levine’s group

Research

Dynamics of Electrons in High, Few Cycle, Laser Fields 2013-14

Raphael D. Levine with the cooperation of the German groups
of Eleftherios Goulielmakis, Reinhard Kienberger, Matthias Kling
and Ferenc Krausz, of the MPI für Quantenoptik, Garching; and
Marc Vrakking of the MBI, Berlin. **Seven graduate students are
actively involved.

We are very pleased to report that our joint paper with the
experimental group of Matthias Kling of the MPI für Quantenop-
tik, Garching on the ultrafast electron dynamics in C60 is in the
very final stages of acceptance by the leading journal Physical
Review Letters. This work involving over 500 excited electronic
states represents the state of art on the theory side. As in the year
before, a major activity is a joint research proposal on ultrafast
electron dynamics and reactivity with Prof. Marc Vrakking of the
MBI in Berlin. This has been funded to the Einstein Stiftung. We
already have a first paper published with the Berlin group in an-
ticipation of their experiment on ABCU1. This choice is motivated
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in part by the very rigid nuclear frame in ABCU which means that
there is an usually long time interval for exploring pure electron
dynamics unaccompanied by nuclear motion.

The work we started on the isotope effect in the photodisso-
ciation of N2 has been published2 but there has been a discord
between the experiment and the theory that has been largely re-
moved by the most recent experiments that were carried out at a
lower temperature. For some time the work on the Stereodynam-
ics of Ultrafast Electronic Motion, as in ABCU, has been gaining
attention. I am therefore very pleased to report that the 2012 In-
ternational Conference on Dynamical Stereochemistry has chosen
this as it key theme and has invited me to talk. This took place
November 2012 in Orsay. Two papers that we contributed to this
meeting have been published in a special issue of the journal of
Physical Chemistry. Both have been submitted to the journal. An-
other paper on attochemistry, dedicated to Prof. J Manz of Berlin
has also been published.3

In 2012 we also continued our work on our favorite example
of LiH where we started the project with the MPQ. We studied
an example where the laser field is of non negligible intensity
and therefore distorts the electronic distribution while the laser
is on.4

1. Mignolet, B.; Gijsbertsen, A.; Vrakking, M. J. J.; Levine, R.
D.; Remacle, F. Stereocontrol of attosecond time–scale elec-
tron dynamics in ABCU using ultrafast laser pulses: a com-
putational study, Physical Chemistry Chemical Physics, 13,
8331,(2011).

2. Muskatel, B. H.; Remacle, F.; Thiemens, M. H.; Levine, R. D.
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On the strong and selective isotope effect in the UV excita-
tion of N–2 with implications toward the nebula and Mar-
tian atmosphere, Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America, 108, 6020,(2011).

3. Muskatel, B. H.; Remacle, F.; Levine, R. D. Ultrafast Pre-
dissociation Mechanism of the (1)Pi(u) States of N–14(2)
and Its Isotopomers upon Attosecond Excitation from
the Ground State, Journal of Physical Chemistry A, 116,
11311,(2012).

4. Mignolet, B.; Levine, R. D.; Remacle, F. Localized electron
dynamics in attosecond–pulse–excited molecular systems:
Probing the time–dependent electron density by sudden
photoionization, Physical Review A, 86,(2012).

Current Group Members: Doctoral Students: Dawit Hiluf,
Rameshkumar Arumugam, Jayanth Ajai Post-doctoral Students:
Ayelet Gross-Shirav, BenTzion Harel Muskatel, Michael Klein and
Jan Šmydke from Prague.

Our plans for research are to continue the work on mass ef-
fects in electronic reorganization with special relevance to iso-
topic fractionation in CO. We will also continue with our studies
of ultrafast electron dynamics in N2 with special reference to the
role of the vibrational motion. We propose to continue and ex-
pand on the collaboration with Prof. Marc Vrakking and the MBI.
My graduate student Dawit Hiluf is a lecturer at Mekelle Univer-
sity in Ethiopia on official leave here to get his PhD. I am pleased
to report that we secured funding from the EU to continue his
work on optically addressed parallel logic. A paper on his work,
"Molecular Decision Trees Realized by Ultrafast Electronic Spec-
troscopy" has just been accepted for publication in PNAS.
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2012–2014. We hope that this will be extended for a fourth
year.

• David Williams, (Cambridge, Chief Research Scientist Hi-
tachi Cambridge Laboratory)–“Towards Low Power ICT”
FP–7, 2012–2015

• Jacques Droulez (College de France)–“Bayesian Machine
Inference“ FP–7, 2014–2017
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AttoPhotoChemistry. Probing Ultrafast Electron Dynamics by the
Induced Nuclear Motion: The Prompt and Delayed Predissociation

of N2

We present and discuss computations showing prompt, sub ps,
dissociation of electronically excited N2. This is shown for both
quantum mechanical wavepacket dynamics that includes the nu-
clear motion and by a model study fashioned like chemical kinet-
ics of unimolecular dissociation. The results show that nuclear
motion can probe early times electron dynamics. It also shows
that like vibrational dissociation, electronic dissociation can also
exhibit both prompt and delayed decay modes. The physical ori-
gin of the separation into prompt and delayed decay is argued
to be the same in both cases, namely that there are more bound
than dissociative channels.

Introduction

Almost a century ago Lindeman proposed that the thermal dis-
sociation of polyatomic molecules can exhibit first order kinetics
if it is the case that the dissociation of energy rich molecules is
delayed[31]. This gave rise to a rich literature dealing with the
implications of the long time spent by an energy rich molecule
between its activation and dissociation. In particular it sug-
gests that selective laser excitation will not be possible because
the excess energy of the molecule will be randomized prior to
dissociation[32]. Lindeman proposed a kinetic mechanism where
the product concentration vs. time is readily solved for if one
makes a steady state approximation. It is however not neces-
sary to make any approximation when solving for the Lindeman
model kinetics. When we generate an exact solution for the Lin-
deman model it readily emerges that there are two time scales.
There is a delayed dissociation as was found by Lindeman and
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as is shown in all the textbooks. But there is also a prompt
component[33]. By a dynamical model we suggested that the
prompt component is due to the larger number of bound states
as compared to the dissociation energy[34].

Today, the clearest experimental examples of simultaneous
prompt and delayed processes are arguably from ionization for
ultrashort pulse lasers[35]. Delayed ionization is traditionally re-
ferred to as thermionic emission by analogy to the process long
familiar for heated metallic wires and surfaces. There are less
clear cut experiments for dissociation unless one can arrange for
special initial conditions[36]. Here we use a sub fs excitation that
is made possible with attosecond lasers as recently reviewed[37].

The system we discuss, dissociation of the excited diatomic
molecule diNitrogen does not have the high density of vibra-
tional states that is at the heart of the canonical physical mod-
els for delayed dissociation. Yet it is very well established, both
theoretically[38] and experimentally[39] that diNitrogen excited
to the lower optically electronically excited states dissociates
rather slowly, on the ps or often slower time, meaning that the
molecule undergoes a very large number of vibrations before dis-
sociation and we see this directly in a dynamical simulation[40].

In this paper we interpret the slow predissociation of electroni-
cally excited diNitrogen as the delayed component. We show that
there is also a prompt component. As is often the case the frac-
tion of molecules that dissociate by the prompt channel is not
large. The prompt dissociation is so fast that it will not be de-
tected in terms of spectral line broadening, the technique that
is typically used to infer long dissociation lifetimes and that has
been extensively used for diNitrogen. A prompt process will re-
sult is a broad spectral base on which the sharper lines of the long
living molecules are imposed. We start the detailed presentation
with the results for the kinetic model. This is a crude model that
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Figure 11.1: The kinetic model. I. The potentials of the three di-
abatic states. The dashed lines are for the triplet states. II–IV the
populations, logarithmic scale, of the diabatic states vs. time on a
logarithmic scale. The results shown are analytical expressions given
explicitly in the supplementary information file. The prompt disso-
ciation spans about 1− 10 fs.

can at best get the orders of magnitude. This is unlike the exact
numerical solution of the time dependent Schrodinger equations
that is as exact as the quantum chemical electronic basis that we
use[41]. But the kinetic model has the advantage that the results
are transparent. The route from the input to output is very clear.
One can identify the factors that govern the rate of the prompt
dissociation and also the extent of contribution of the prompt
channel.
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Kinetic model

We consider excitation of diNitrogen by an ultrafast laser po-
larized to excite the electronic states[?]. The kinetic model is a
scheme for following in time transitions between three Π elec-
tronic states, b and C are bound and C ′ is dissociative as shown
in Figure 11.1a. The valence excited b state has the largest tran-
sition dipole for a one photon transition from the ground state.
Two other bound singlet Π states, c and o, can also be accessed
by a one photon allowed transition polarized perpendicular to the
molecular axis. These Rydberg type states have a more favorable
Franck Condon factor but the transition cross section is smaller
and the spectrum is dominated by the transitions to the b state.
The exact numerical computations retains all the states. The la-
bels of the states as shown in Figure 11.1 are diabatic meaning
that these states can be coupled by the electronic Hamiltonian.
The potential energies of these diabatic states can cross and tran-
sitions between the states are most probable in the neighborhood
of this crossing. The coupling of the b,c and o bound singlet states
leads to a population exchange between them on a time scale of
about 50 fs10. We regard this exchange between bound electronic
states as the analog of the vibrational energy redistribution (of-
ten called IVR) between bound vibrational states that precedes
dissociation in a conventional unimolecular process. Our purpose
in the kinetic model is to demonstrate a faster time scale so we do
not include the other bound electronic singlet states. The b state is
coupled to both the bound C triplet state and the C ′ triplet disso-
ciative state by spin orbit coupling [41], 1. The b to coupling has a
very unfavorable overlap of nuclear vibrational states so that de-
facto the dissociation proceeds via a b to C to C ′ route.[?, 41] We

1. Lefebvre–Brion, H., Private communication. 2011
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include the role of nuclear terms in the Condon approximation
so that the coupling is factored as a product of an electronic term
and a Franck Condon overlap term.

In the kinetic model we compute the rate for transitions be-
tween the diabatic electronic states using the Fermi golden rule.
We use the known diabatic or the known spin orbit coupling[42]
at the crossing point. For example, for the transition between the
b and C states in either direction, in atomic units,

kbC = 2πV 2
bCF

2
bC2ρC

kCb = 2πV 2
bCF

2
bCρb

kCbρC = kbCρb

(11.1)

For the density of states of the repulsive C’ state we use the fol-
lowing semiclassical consideration. Use the phase shift that is ac-
cumulated up to the transition point. This is, roughly, ka [43]
where k is the wave vector of a free motion up to the crossing
point and a is the atom–atom separation at the crossing point.
The density of states is the derivative of ka with respect to the
kinetic energy[43] k2/2µwhere µ is the reduced mass of diNitro-
gen. So the local density of states is ρC = µa/k. The high density
of states in the dissociative channel has a secondary and main
effect. First, the rate constant for the b to transition in our model
is not very much smaller than the rate constant for the b to C
transition, with details given in the SI. The main effect is that
the rate constant for the C to C’ transition is some four orders of
magnitude larger than any other rate constant. This is due both
to the CC’ electronic coupling that is more than an order of mag-
nitude larger than any other diabatic coupling and to the higher
density of states.
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Figure 11.2: Lowest dipole allowed from the ground state diabatic
1Πu states (solid lines) adapted from Spelsberg and Meyer14 . See
also reference 12b. The pi and sigma states are dipole allowed for
different polarizations of the laser. 3Πu states (dashed lines) are
determined by Lefebvre–Brion 13 The reference energy is of the
X1Σg (v = 0) state. Predissociation occurs to the continuum of the
repulsive C ′ 3Πu state. A reduced five state model 16 including three
singlet b, c, o and the two C and C ′ triplet states has been previously
used to analyze predissociation.
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Using the rate constants the kinetic equations are:

d
dt

 Pb
PC
PC′

 =

 −kbC − kbC′ kCb kC′b

kbC −kCb − kCC′ kC′C

kbC′ kCC′ −kC′C − kC′b


×

 Pb
PC
PC′


(11.2)

This generalized Lindeman kinetic scheme has an exact solution
as discussed in the supplementary Information file. We imposed
detailed balance, see equation (11.1), so there will be an equi-
librium term plus two decaying terms. The corresponding rates
are the eigenvalues of the rate matrix that is shown in equation
(11.2). One rate will be zero corresponding to the equilibrium
situation. The large rate will be the rate of the prompt process.
Since the rate of crossing from C to is by some four orders of mag-
nitude the largest rate we show in the SI that the rate of prompt
dissociation is the rate constant for the bound to dissociative C to
transition. The conclusion that the rate of the prompt dissociation
is the rate of crossing to the continuum is so central to us that in
the SI we rederive it by explicit diagonalization of the rate matrix.
In the language of chemical kinetics, the rate of the prompt pro-
cess is the rate of passage through the transition state. Explicitly
we find the time constant to be 0.5 fs, just a shade longer than
a vibrational period. The rate of back crossing of the transition
state, from C ’ to C is just below two orders of magnitude slower
that the rate of crossing, see SI for the numbers. A transition state
picture is therefore very viable. For the parameters used, see sup-
plementary information, the delayed dissociation time constant
is 8 ps, a delay of some four orders of magnitude with respect to
the prompt process. The analytic diagonalization, see SI, shows
that this rate constant is essentially kbC +kbC′ +KCb meaning it is
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the rate of rattling in the bound subspace. In the exact numerical
integration we include more bound electronic states so the time
spent in the bound states prior to dissociation can be even longer.

The analytic solution of the kinetic equation (11.2) also gives
the relative contributions of the prompt and the delayed pro-
cesses. For the parameters used and for the population at time
zero all in the b state we report in the supplementary informa-
tion that the overall contribution of the prompt dissociation pro-
cess to the yield of products is small. Figure 11.1 shows the three
diabatic potential energies and a plot of the populations of the
three diabatic states vs time in the kinetic model. Note that what
is plotted are the analytical results as given in the SI so that one
knows that each time course is a sum of two decaying exponen-
tials plus the long time contribution. The prompt process is the
fast rise in the population of the C state and its exit into the state.

Computational results We use a grid method to describe the
short time predissociation of diNitrogen following a pulse of at-
tosecond duration. We include the pulse that is necessarily broad
in energy as part of the Hamiltonian. The ground electronic state
X1Σg (GS) plus 7 excited diabatic electronic Π states are included
as in our earlier study [ref Manz issue]. For the three dipole al-
lowed b, c, o 1Πu states, their electronic coupling terms and their
transition dipole moments to the GS were taken from ref. 22. The
dipole allowed b’, c’, e’ Σu states that do not have interaction with
the states were not included. 4 triplet 3Πu states C, C’, F, G are
included in the basis. Their energies, spin–orbit couplings with
the 1Πu states and the electronic couplings between themselves
were taken from[44] and are given in detail in reference [40].
Figure 11.2 shows the potential energy curves of seven diabatic
electronic XXX states vs. the internuclear distance R Fig. 2. Low-
est dipole allowed from the ground state diabatic states (solid
lines) adapted from Spelsberg and Meyer14 . See also reference
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Figure 11.3. Probabilities on a logarithmic scale vs time on a log-
arithmic scale computed by a numerical integration on a grid. Top
panel: the fraction of molecules that dissociated by the time t. Note
the fast rise at short times. Mid panel: Two bound singlet electronic
states that beat one against the other. Lower panel; The fast prompt
process and the subsequent slowing down. Compare to Figure 11.1
where we seek to mimic this behavior in a three state kinetic model.
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12b. The pi and sigma states are dipole allowed for different po-
larizations of the laser . states (dashed lines) are determined by
Lefebvre–Brion13 The reference energy is of the state. Predisso-
ciation occurs to the continuum of the repulsive state. A reduced
five state model 16 including three singlet and the two C and
triplet states has been previously used to analyze predissociation.

The ultrafast excitation is included in the Hamiltonian as an
electric field with a Gaussian envelope with a strength εo along
a direction perpendicular to the axis of the molecule, centered
at the time t0 and modulated by an oscillating field at a carrier
frequency ωo. ε (t) = εo exp

(
− (t− t0)2 /2σ2

)
cos (ω0t). The cou-

pling of the pulse to the molecule is treated in the dipole approx-
imation using the transition dipoles calculated by Spelsberg and
Meyer14. The time dependent Schroedinger equation describing
both the electronic and the nuclear dynamics is solved using the
Grid representation method17. The Hamiltonian is taken as a ma-
trix in the electronic states but it is an operator in the nuclear
coordinates. In this method the wave function is represented on
a grid in the nuclear separation and a Fourier method is used
to find the derivatives necessary to compute the kinetic energy
of the nuclear motion. The key point is that we can include the
nuclear motion in the dissociative state. As in the kinetic model
the population of each electronic state is computable at every
point in time. Because we are only concerned with the early time
dynamics there are no concerns about numerical stability of the
method. The other advantage of the grid method is that one can
readily compute the spectrum as the Fourier transform of the
time correlation function18 . Specifically, taking a time point t
a short interval after the laser pulse is effectively off we com-
pute the overlap 〈Ψ (t) |Ψ (t+ τ)〉 of the wave function with itself
as a function of a time τ later. Note that the wave function we
use spans the excited electronic states only. Since the auto cor-
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relation function is symmetric in time, we add the time reversed
component 〈Ψ (−t) |Ψ (−t− τ)〉. We multiply both by a Gaussian
window symmetric in t . The width of the Gaussian function is the
time window for which we report the spectrum. A highly resolved
spectrum requires taking a rather broad Gaussian but our aim is
to specifically examine the spectrum at short time so as to exhibit
the presence of the prompt component. Figure 11.3 shows results
of the accurate numerical simulation on a grid. The prompt dis-
sociation is the rapid increase in the probability of dissociation as
seen in the top panel. See also figure S1 of the SI. The electronic
energy redistribution between bound states that enhances the du-
ration of the slow dissociation is shown in the middle panel. The
bottom panel shows the population in the state C that is the gate-
way to dissociation and in the state . The prompt dissociation is
about over by 10 fs. Figure 11.3.

The spectrum computed at several times windows is shown in
Figure 11.4. The spectrum is shown for several time windows
of exposure. A long time window corresponds to a higher fre-
quency resolution. At very short times we see only the very fast
processes. Two such processes are evident. One is the prompt dis-
sociation process that is seen to generate a broad baseline. There
is no vibrational structure because the prompt process occurs on
a time scale comparable.shorter than a vibrational period so that
the individual quasibound vibrational states of the C electronic
state are broadened to the point of overlapping. But there is a
broad structure in the baseline. The accurate numerical integra-
tion includes all allowed singlet states. The broad structure at
50 fs is due to electronic energy redistribution between these
states. These are what is sometime called ‘giant resonances’. For
broader time windows the spectral resolution improves and one
resolves individual vibrational states superposed on the broad
background.
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Figure 11.4: The frequency spectrum for the allowed one photon
transitions from the ground state of diNitrogen. Computed from the
time autocorrelation as discussed in the text and using a Gaussian
time window with a width as shown. Note that the broad back-
ground reflecting the prompt dissociation process remains at all
times.

In support of the interpretation of figure 11.4 we show in figure
11.5 a spectrum computed as in figure 4 but retaining only the
same three states, b, C and that are used in the kinetic model. It is
seen that the humps reflecting other bound singlet states are now
absent and only the vibrational bound states of the b electronic
state are seen at the higher frequency resolution.

Concluding Remarks: The ultrafast laser excitation accesses
only bound singlet states of diNitrogen. Dissociation occurs
through the triplet state. A kinetic model that can be solved an-
alytically and an accurate numerical integration of the time de-
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The frequency spectrum when only the b singlet state is excited from
the ground state of diNitrogen. Computed from the time autocorre-
lation as discussed in the text and using a Gaussian time window
with a width as shown. Note that the broad background reflecting
the prompt dissociation process remains at all times.

pendent Schrodinger equation both show a prompt dissociation
on the time scale of a few fss following the excitation. The key
to the prompt process is the fast transition between the bound
triplet C state and the dissociative state that occurs within a bar-
rier crossing time.
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Research: Computational studies of interactions and dynam-
ics of proteins in taste perception and metabolism

My overall scientific goal is to deepen our understanding
of molecular recognition in signaling processes in taste recog-
nition and metabolism, and to enable rational design of sig-
nal–modulating agents, such as protein–protein interaction in-
hibitory peptides, peptidomimetics and small molecules . The bi-
ological systems we focus on are I) chemosensory receptors, such
as bitter–taste receptor subfamily of GPCRs, studying both the
basic principles of molecular recognition of taste and smell and
working towards applications in food science and health and dis-
ease; and on II) Protein Kinases (PKs) involved in metabolism
and diabetes–great challenges in human health research.

To study the molecular determinants of bitter molecules recog-
nition by their receptors, we established a collaboration with Prof.
Meyerhof’s group at the German Institute of Nutrition (DIFE),
one of the leading experimental labs in the field. We used molec-
ular modeling and ligand–docking techniques to predict and com-
pare the binding pockets in several bitter taste receptors. We

107
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Figure 12.1: Identification of novel bitter ligands using virtual
screening and in–vitro confirmation.

found that the binding mode of the same tastant may vary be-
tween two bitter taste receptors, and the same bitter taste re-
ceptor may bind ligands in different sub–sites within the binding
pocket (See Refs. [45] and [46]).

We were also able to use computational modeling in order to
predict previously unknown activators of a broadly tuned bitter
taste receptor. This receptor is expressed not only in oral cavity,
but also in other tissues, including heart. We have identified lig-
ands of T2R14 among clinically approved drugs (Levit, Peters,
Nowak, Meyerhof, Behrens and Niv, in preparation, see 12.1a).

G protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest superfam-
ily of membrane receptors and desirable drug targets. GPCR lig-
ands include odorants, tastants, and neurotransmitters, and may
vary dramatically in size and properties. Chemical diversity may
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Figure 12.2: Physicochemical properties of the GPCR binding site
correlate with the diversity of its ligands.

occur among ligands that bind to a single receptor. Statistical
analysis of over descriptors related to the sequence, physicochem-
ical, structural, and energetic properties of the GPCR binding sites
unravels the properties that correlate with the chemical diversity
of the corresponding ligand sets. The predictive capability of the
model was successfully validated using a separate set of GPCRs,
using either X–ray structures or homology models (Levit, Beum-
ing, Krylov, Sherman and Niv, submitted, Figure 12.2).

Bitterness in certain foods, notably in beer, coffee, tea or fer-
mented foods such as cheese and soy sauce, is due to peptides
that are produced during food processing as a result of the ac-
tion of proteases on proteins. We aimed to analyze the differ-
ences that influence the binding interactions of a model bitter
peptide FFPR with two bitter taste receptors it is known to ac-
tivate. Homology models of the bitter taste receptors hTAS2R8
and hTAS2R39 and applied ANCHORSmap to provide putative
binding sites for Phe and Arg side chains present in the bit-
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Figure 12.3: Predicted interactions between FFPR peptide and recep-
tor residues

ter FFPR peptide. Peptide docking poses coincided with the AN-
CHORSmap–identified poses, suggesting plausible interactions
between FFPR and its cognate receptors. Our results indicate a
combination of conserved and subtype–specific interactions, a po-
tential general strategy in the bitter tastant–bitter receptors in-
teractions (Lizi Hazan, undergraduate honors research project,
Figure 12.3).

My lab is participating in the EU–funded COST network
(CM1027)1 GLISTEN: GPCR–Ligand Interactions, Structures, and
Transmembrane Signalling: a European Research Network. I am
a management committee member and Israel representative, and
a co–chair of working group WG3, "GPCR–Lipid.Protein Interac-
tions". Researchers in WG3 investigate the interactions between
GPCRs and partners that are not small molecules. This includes

1. http://www.cost.eu.domains_actions.cmst.Actions.CM1207
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Figure 12.4: Peptide structure prediction. Experimental (in solu-
tion) and predicted structures are shown in green and magenta
respectively.

interactions with the various components of receptor–embedding
membranes, other GPCR monomers (Ref. [46]), G proteins, and
PDZ domains. WG3 members will use and further develop a wide
range of techniques specific for protein–protein and protein–lipid
interactions.

We are working towards a flexible peptide–to flexible receptor
docking procedure. This goal is very challenging, due to the many
degrees of freedom that are involved. We address this challenge
by combining two main ideas: there are anchoring spots on the
protein surface that contribute significantly to binding and can be
detected by surface mapping techniques; the peptide in free solu-
tion already explores the conformation it assumes upon binding.
Therefore, we base our approach on a combination of peptide
pre–folding in solution using implicit solvent Simulated Anneal-
ing Molecular Dynamics simulations (see Figure 12.4 for results),
anchor–surface mapping (already used in publication 29) and an-
chor–driven simulated–annealing molecular dynamics approach
developed previously ([47]).

We have designed a peptide that mimics a protein–protein in-
teraction region in the AMPK kinase. This peptide was shown to
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modulate the kinase activity both in–vitro and in–vivo. (Chapnik,
Genzer, Ben–Shimon, Niv and Froy, in preparation).

Contribution of Fritz Haber Center to our research

The Fritz Haber Center is instrumental to our ability to carry
out simulations, because it provides the physical space and the
system administration to our high performance computing clus-
ter. The system administration support provided to my lab via
the Fritz Haber Center is excellent, and is essential for our pro-
ductivity. Our recent and ongoing work relies on the excellent
technical support at Fritz Haber Center for carrying out MD sim-
ulations, docking, virtual screening and other computationally-
heavy tasks.

Future research plans for the coming 2 years

We are exploring the structural and chemical aspects that en-
able "broad tuning" or "multi–specificity" of GPCR receptors to-
wards diverse ligands by analyzing the chemical space of the
known ligands, and comparing it with the structural, energetic,
and dynamic features of the receptors (Dr. Antonella Di Pizio and
Ayana Wiener). To predict cross–reactivity patterns of bitter taste
and of various odorant receptors, we are adapting innovative al-
gorithms from the field of web–based retail, in collaboration with
Prof. Lior Wolf from Tel Aviv University (Ayana Wiener). Ayana is
also extending the BitterDB database and develops computational
predictors for bitterness. These predictors will be tested in collab-
oration with several experimental groups. We are particularly in-
terested in identifying ligands of chemosensory receptors among
existing traditional and alternative drugs, and among metabolites
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of plants. This is of interest because of the multiple physiological
roles of these GPCRs beyond the oral system and their emerging
roles as drug targets for asthma and potentially for additional
therapeutic indications.

We are continuing our fruitful collaboration with the Meyer-
hof lab in Germany (currently funded by DFG), to explore the
evolution of molecular determinants for bitter taste perception,
and to identify and design selective novel bitter agonists and an-
tagonists. Two publications are to be submitted soon (Anat Levit
and collaborating lab), and additional work is underway (Dr. An-
tonella Di Pizio). We are finalizing work on peptides docking pro-
tocol (Dr. Avi Ben Shimon, in progress) and applications (Lizi
Hazan, Dr. Ben Shimon in collaboration with Froy lab, manuscript
in preparation). Dr. Michal Slutzki will further explore and apply
methods for peptidic and peptidomimetic design for modulation
of protein–protein interactions. The role of allosterism and dy-
namics of protein targets will be explored both by the postdocs
Dr. Di Pizio and Dr. Slutzki. These research directions will pro-
vide insights into molecular recognition and result in novel and
selective modulators of cell signaling.

Scientific activities

Niv’s group is shown in Table (12.1).

Collaborations with German scientists

ERA-NET NEURON project with Professor Ponimaskin (Han-
nover Medical School) and Professor Alexander Dityatev (DZNE,
Magdeburg, Germany) was recently granted.

GLISTEN COST project is organized and lead by Dr. Peter Kolb,
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Philipps-University Marburg, Germany. I am the Israeli represen-
tative and co-chair of one of the 4 workgroups.

We have an active collaboration with Dr. Joerg Strotmann from
the University of Hohenheim (funded), to elucidate the ligands of
the unique odorant receptors subfamilies. Prof. Strotmann visited
in the end of October 2013. Professor Heinz Breer from the Uni-
versity of Hohenheim will visit during 2015.

A major topic in the lab, and an ongoing collaborative research
(funded by the DFG) is the study of bitter taste receptors and
their interactions with ligands. We are actively collaborating with
Professor Wolfgang Meyerhof and Dr. Maik Behrens at DIFE, Ger-
many. Joint publications 25, 32, 36 and 41 and joint review 3
have been published. Two additional papers are in preparation.
Dr. Di Pizio and I visited DIFE in November 2014. A visit from sev-
eral leading scientists from TUM, Germany, took place in Febru-
ary 2014. I visited TUM, Germany in October 2014, and work
is underway to develop a joint project with Professor Thomas
Hofmann (TUM).

Visitors from Germany: Professor Heinz Breer (University of
Hohenheim), October 2013 Professor Thomas Hofmann (TUM)
February 2014

Table 12.1: Niv group members

Name Status Presently
Dr. Antonella Di

Pizio,
Postdoc Current

Dr. Michal Slutzki Postdoc Current
Dr. Noga

Kowalsman
Postdoc Current

Ayana Wiener PhD Current
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Name Status Presently
Shira

Cheled–Shoval
PhD Current

Nitzan
Cohen-Amin

MSc Current

Mazi Elyahu MSc Graduated
Daniel Taleb BSc Graduated
Dr. Anat Levit PhD Postdoc in Toronto
Maria Verbov MSc Completed

Marina Shudler MSc Start-up in UK
Dr. Avi

Ben–Shimon
Postdoc Patent firm

Dr. Shu Cheng Postdoc Postdoc in US
Morin Shavro MSc Graduated

Conference organization

• 2011, Organizer and chair of Structural Studies of Recep-
tors Symposium in European Chemoreception Research Or-
ganization (ECRO), Manchester England

• 2012, Chair in the A research workshop of the Israel Sci-
ence, joint with European Molecular and Cellular Cognition
Society (EMCCS), Haifa, Israel

• 2013 Track chair for "In silico Drug Design and in silico
Screening" in Drug Discovery and Therapy World Congress,
Boston, US (Responsible for inviting 15 international speak-
ers)

• Since 2011 - Management board member of Medicinal
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Chemistry section of the Israel Chemical Society, nominat-
ing and supervising organizing committees of yearly meet-
ings of the section.

• Scientific Advisory Board member of EuroQSAR meeting
(Saint Petersburg, August 2014)

• Co-organizer of ACS symposium in honor of Prof. Benny
Gerber (Dallas, March 2014)



Chapter 13

Assaf Zemel’s group

Research

Mechanical and geometrical properties of cells and their en-
vironment were shown to play an important role in the regula-
tion of central cellular processes such as cell proliferation and
differentiation [48, 49]. The understanding of cellular mechano-
sensitivity and of the molecular mechanisms involved in mechan-
ical processes such as cell motility and division has been the sub-
ject of intense study in recent years. Our research focuses on
several issues related to the mechanical activity and mechanical
sensitivity of cells. We study the early stages of cell adhesion in
which the cell shape and cytoskeleton structure establish. The
consequences of these processes were shown to influence long
term processes in the cell and to dictate the cell fate. During the
past year we have developed a theory for the dynamics of acto-
myosin polarization in cells of confined shape in a 3D gel , as
well as a simple theory for the active dynamics of cell spreading
on elastic substrates [12,13,14]; we also developed a theory for
the elastic coupling between the cell nucleus and the cytoskele-

117
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ton and the influence this coupling has on the internal structure
of the cytoskeleton [15]; the first two topics are outlined below.

Early-time Dynamics of acto-myosin polarization in cells of
confined shapes in a gel

This work has been carried out by Noam Nisenholz, a master stu-
dent in our group, and in collaboration with Dr. Mordechai Bot-
ton from the Racah institute of physics of the Hebrew University.
Cell shape and the rigidity of the extracellular matrix play an im-
portant role in the regulation of cytoskeleton structure and force
generation [48, 49]. Elastic stresses that develop by actomyosin
contraction, feedback on myosin (molecular motor) activity and
govern the anisotropic development of stress fibers in the cell.
One striking example of the consequences of this feedback re-
sponse is shown in Fig. 1 (adopted from Ref. [50]). The figure
shows human mesenchymal stem cells whose shape has been ma-
nipulated by micro–patterning adhesive material on a glass cover
slip and allowing the cells to adhere to the restricted zones on the
surface. The two polygonal cell shapes have identical area and
they only marginally differ in their outer cell contour: one having
rounded edges ("flower" shaped) the other sharper corners ("star"
shaped). Strikingly, the authors find that these minor differences
in cell shape have significant effect on the differentiated state of
the cell. While the flower shaped cells predominately differenti-
ated to fat cells, the star shaped cells mainly expressed bone cell
differentiation markers. Inspection of the actin cytoskeleton ar-
chitecture (green staining) shows significant difference between
the two morphologies; there is also a major difference in the way
adhesion complexes (shown by red staining) cluster at the cell
periphery.
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Figure 13.1: Adopted from Ref [50]. The figure shows the conse-
quences of human mesenchymal stem cell shape on the spatial dis-
tribution of stress fibers in the cell (left panel) and cell differentia-
tion (right panel). Even marginal changes in cell shape, and local
variations in stress fiber organization result in significant effects on
stem cell differentiation.

Forces generated in the cytoskeleton and transmitted to the en-
vironment via cell–matrix adhesion complexes are believed to ini-
tiate signaling cascades that eventually impinge on gene expres-
sion regulation. Numerous studies have demonstrated the link
between the cell shape and the cytoskeleton structure [48, 49].
Cells with larger spreading areas typically show more promi-
nent and more numerous acto–myosin stress fibers filling the
cytoskeleton, and larger and more mature adhesion complexes
are found at the cell matrix interface. Thick stress fiber bundles
have often been shown to emanate from cell corners and to orga-
nize adjacent to the outer cell contour [50]. In addition, within
anisotropically shaped cells (e.g., elongated rectangles and el-
lipses), actomyosin stress fibers are often found to orient in par-
allel to the long axis of the cell [51]. The elastic rigidity of the
extracellular environment is a second salient factor controlling
cell adhesion and cytoskeleton organization. Typically in more
rigid environments cells generate larger adhesion complexes and
more prominent stress fibers assemble in the cytoskeleton [51].
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In a recent study we have demonstrated both theoretically and
experimentally that the elastic rigidity of the substrate regulates
the coupling between the cell shape and the orientational order
of acto–myosin stress–fibers in human mesenchymal stem cells
[52, 53]. Stress fibers polarity has been shown to increase with
the aspect ratio of the cells, but to be a non–monotonic x‘function
of substrate rigidity, attaining a peak at some intermediate rigid-
ity of the substrate that compares with that of the cells themselves
[52, 53].

Accumulating evidences show that forces acting on adhe-
sion receptors at the cell–matrix interface feed–back on myosin
activity and its association with actin filaments, resulting in
up–regulation of cell contractility in the stress direction [48, 49].
This closed feedback loop, wherein the local stress influences
myosin activity, and myosin activity determines the local stress,
is suggested to underlay the regulation of stress fiber formation
in the cell and its dependence on global cell shape and elastic
rigidity of the environment. Based on this hypothesis, we have
developed a theory for the dynamics of the self–polarization re-
sponse of acto–myosin forces in the cell. The cell is idealized to
be of spheroidal shape and to be embedded in an infinitely large
3D elastic matrix. We model the myosin activity by a local dis-
tribution of polarizable force–dipoles [56] that may dynamically
change their magnitude and orientation in response to the local
elastic field, see Figure 13.2. The feedback response is given by
the following governing (linear–response) equation:

pij (t)− p0ij = −
ˆ t

0
χ̃
(
t− t′

)
Cc
[
ucij (t)− u0ij

]
dt′ (13.1)

In this equation, ucij (t), is the mean elastic strain developing in
the cell due to the distribution of actomyosin force–dipoles in
the cytoskeleton which we denote by pij (t). Consequently, , is a
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Figure 13.2: Schematic illustration of the major elements in our
model of spontaneous acto–myosin polarization in the cell. The
cell is modeled as an active spheroidal inclusion in a 3D elastic
medium. We focus on early times where the cytoskeleton is still in
isotropic gel state comprising a uniform distribution of acto–myosin
force–dipoles [54, 55] that locally pull on the cytoskeleton and gen-
erating an elastic field in the cell and the matrix. The dipoles re-
spond to their own generated stress and dynamically polarize ac-
cordingly.

fourth–rank susceptibility tensor that couples the active changes
in the excess stress in the cytoskeleton to a modulation in the
mean dipolar stress, pij (t); p0ij = Cc

[
uoij

]
is the early–time dipo-

lar force that triggers the polarization response, and uoij is the
corresponding, early–time strain behaves as a memory kernel
and is expected to be a decreasing function of the time inter-
val (t− t′). For simplicity, we take this tensor to have a gen-
eralized (fourth–rank) exponential form. This leads to a set of
self–consistent, first order, differential equations to solve for the
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six independent elements of the polarization tensor, pij (t):

dpij (t)

dt
= −τ

[
pij (t)− p0ij + χCc

[
ucij (t)− u0ij

]]
(13.2)

where we have defined the dimensionless, time independent,
fourth–rank tensor χ = τ χ̃ (0). By analogy to dielectric response,
the tensor χ may be regarded as the static actomyosin suscepti-
bility tensor since it relates between the steady–state polarization
tensor, pssij , and the excess stress tensor, σssij = Cc

[
uc,ssij − u0ij

]
.

The tensor τ includes the different relaxation times associated
with the actomyosin response in different directions. The elastic
strain developing in the cell is determined from the conditions of
force balance in the system. Using the physics of elastic inclusions
in solids one finds [57]:

ucij (t) = ASC−1m pij (t) (13.3)

In this equation, Cm is the elastic moduli tensor of the ma-
trix, S, is the Eshelby tensor, a function of the cell aspect ra-
tio and cell elastic moduli, and A =

[
I + S

(
C−1m Cc − I

)]−1, is
the so–called strain–concentration tensor, with I denoting the
fourth–rank identity tensor. Using the above two equations we
solve for the dynamics of force–polarization as function of cell
shape and ratio between the elastic moduli of the cell and the
matrix. We also investigate the consequences of different choices
of the elastic susceptibility tensor, χ and the time relaxation ten-
sor τ . Both these tensors are assumed to be isotropic tensors since
they relate to the early–time cell response in which the cytoskele-
ton is still in isotropic gel state Similarly to the elastic moduli
tensor, they are both given by only two independent parame-
ters, one associated with the response of the cell to a volume
change, and the other to a shear deformation, as follows: χijkl =
1
3 (χs − χν) δijδkl + χsIijkl and τijkl = 1

3 (τs − τν) δijδkl + τsIijkl.
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Interestingly, the relation between the two (scalar) susceptibility
parameters χs and χν , and between the two relaxation times τs
and τν , reflect different possible dynamical mechanisms of acto-
myosin polarization.

In particular, one can recognize three generic polarization
mechanisms of interest: (i) Axial polarization, where in the
steady–state, forces are found to polarize only in parallel to the
excess strain; this occurs when χν = χs (ii) Orientational polar-
ization, where forces rotate in the direction of the excess strain
but with no change in magnitude; this occurs when χν = 0. (iii)
Isotropic polarization, where force dipoles respond in an isotropic
manner to any strain perturbation; this occurs when χs = 0.
These mechanisms relate to the steady–state, and the relation be-
tween the two relaxation times, dictate how these steady–states
are reached dynamically.

Figure 13.3 compares our predictions for the dynamics for
these three distinct polarization mechanisms using different val-
ues of the two relaxation times. The cell is assumed to be ori-
ented parallel to the z–axis of a Cartesian coordinate system, and
to exert an isotropic dipolar stress at early times, p0ij = p0δij/3.
Left panels illustrate the simultaneous variations of the two
principle components of the dipolar tensor, pzz (t) (solid lines),
and pxx (t) = pyy (t) (dashed lines); the middle column panels
show the normalized trace (or magnitude) of the dipolar ten-
sor, p(t)/p0; and right panels plot the variations of the order pa-
rameter S (t) = [pzz (t)− pxx (t)] /p (t). All calculations were pre-
formed for the case that the cell and matrix have equal elastic
moduli and for cells of aspect ratio r = 3. The effects of elastic
moduli and cell shape on the dynamics is examined next.

Isotropic polarization: As expected for this case (upper three
panels), all three elements of the dipole tensor polarize simulta-
neously with the same rate. Thus p (t) = 3pp(t) = 3pxx(t) and
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Figure 13.3: Dynamics of actomyosin polarization response in: (I)
isotropic polarization (χs = 0, χν = 5), (II) orientational polariza-
tion (χs = 0, χν = 5), and (III) axial polarization (χs = 5, χν = 5);
plotted for different ratios of the two characteristic times τs, τν . In
(I), τs = τ0, is fixed, and τν = τs, 5τs,9τs. In (II), τν = τ0 , is fixed,
and τs = τν , 5τν,9τν . The mechanisms shown in (III) are: (i) fast
orientational response τν = 9τs = 9τ0 (blue line); (ii) fast isotropic
response τs = 9τν = 9τ0 (red line) and, (iii) isotropic and orienta-
tion rates are equal, τν = τs = 9τ0 (black line). Left panels show the
normalized elements of the mean dipole tensor, 3pxx (t) /p0 (dashed
lines), and 3pzz (t) /p0 (solid lines). Middle column panels show
evolution of the trace of the dipole tensor, p (t) /p0; and right panels
show modulation of order parameter S(t). Panel IV plots the tem-
poral variations in magnitude of dipole stress, p(t), as function of
evolving order parameter, S(t), for three mechanisms of actomyosin
polarization response; the isotropic (χs = 0) mechanism (orange,
vertical line), and orientational mechanism (χν = 0) (purple hor-
izontal line). For axial mechanism three scenarios are possible: (i)
blue curve: dipole orientation occurs first, and only then an isotropic
increase in the dipolar stresses follows; occurs when τs < τν . (ii)
red curve: isotropic increase in the dipolar stresses precede orienta-
tional response; occurs when τs > τν . Black curve shows how these
responses blend when τs = τν . Assumptions: aspect ratio of cell =3;
elastic moduli of cell and matrix are identical.
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S(t) = 0. We find that in the case of isotropic polarization, only
governs the dynamics. Our calculations show that these dynamics
generally depend on the cell shape and rigidity of the environ-
ment as will be demonstrated below. A purely isotropic polariza-
tion response may arise in cases where the elastic stress initiates
internal molecular signaling that governs the acto–myosin polar-
ization response in an isotropic manner; for instance by uniformly
raising myosin density or activity in the cell. Cells operating via
such mechanism would exhibit an isotropic development of stress
fibers in the cell, irrespective of the cell shape or matrix rigidity.
Experiments generally show that mechanical cues play an impor-
tant role in guiding the orientation of stress fibers in the cell, thus
an isotropic mechanism is likely to superpose an orientational
response in most cases, however, this still needs to be tested ex-
perimentally.

Orientational polarization (χν = 0): The opposite extreme is
a pure orientational response where the magnitude of the po-
larization tensor remains fixed, but the orientation of the forces
changes in response to the cell shape anisotropy. In this case,
, governs the dynamics. The dynamics of the orientational re-
sponse are directly manifested in the time course of the order
parameter, S (t) (panel II.c). Panel II.a shows that the two ele-
ment, pzz (t), and pxx (t) vary in opposite directions. For a pro-
late spheroid (r > 1) while the forces along the z–axis increase
with time, those in the x − y plane decrease, thus reflecting a
spontaneous orientation of the dipoles from the x−y plane, to
the z–direction; the trace of the polarization tensor remains un-
changed, p (t) = p0 (panel II.b).

Axial polarization (χν = χs): When both and are non zero, a
combination of the two processes is to be observed. In this case
and dictate which process–orientation or net strengthening of the
acto–myosin force–occurs first. Panel III.a shows time variations
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of the two elements of the polarization tensor for three different
proportions of and . Blue curves are for , red curves are for and
black curves are for . In the former case, an orientation of the
forces occurs first, as can be seen in the early–time splitting of
the two blue curves: pxx(t)/p0 (dashed blue) decreases with time,
while pzz(t).p0 (solid blue) increases with time. Along with this
relatively fast orientation, acto–myosin forces strengthen in time,
eventually giving rise to a gradual increase in both pxx(t)/p0 and
pzz(t)/p

0. The reverse is observed when (red lines in panel III).
In this case there is first an isotropic strengthening of the force
and only later a net orientation of the dipoles is observed. We
note that this does not necessarily mean that the dipoles orient
at these longer times, rather, it might mean , it might mean that
the simultaneous variations of the forces in different directions
are opposite. Namely, in the polarizing direction (say, z–axis for
a prolate spheroid), the dipoles increase in magnitude while in
the transverse direction their magnitude decreases, so that their
magnitude is unchanged.

The bottom panel in Figure 13.3 summarizes these behaviors
in a suitable way for experimental verification. We plot the in-
stantaneous magnitude of the dipole tensor, p(t), as a function of
the order parameter, S(t), for different polarization mechanisms.
In a purely isotropic response (vertical orange), p (t), changes but
the order parameter remains zero, S (t) = 0. In a pure orienta-
tional response (horizontal purple), the order parameter grad-
ually increases, but the magnitude of the dipole tensor remains
fixed at the initial value, p (t)= p0. The three curves in the middle
of the plot correspond to the axial polarization case but plotted
for three choices of τν and τs. The red curve corresponds to hence
one sees a rapid isotropic phase (governed by τν) first, followed
by a slower orientational phase (governed by τs). The blue curve
shows the opposite, first an orientational response with τs, and
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Figure 13.4: Effects of cell shape and matrix rigidity on actomyosin
polarization dynamics. The order parameter S(t) (upper panels),
and trace p(t).p0 of the dipole tensor (bottom panels) are plotted
as a function of time for different cell aspect ratios (panel a), and
matrix rigidities (panel b). In panel a. the cell aspect ratios are
r = 2, 5, 10, shown by the dotted, solid and dashed lines respec-
tively; the matrix–to–cell rigidity ratio is µm/µc = 1. In panel b. the
matrix–to–cell rigidity ratios are µm/µc = 0.1, 1, 10, shown in blue,
green and red, respectively; aspect ratio is r = 5. Panels c.1 and c.2
show the respective half–lives in the evolution of the order param-
eter S(t), and dipole magnitude, p (t) /p0, plotted as a function of
the aspect ratio of the cell, for different choices of the matrix–tocell
rigidity ratios; purple, blue, green, red, orange, brown and black
lines correspond to µm/µc = 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 20, 100, 1000.

then an isotropic response with τν . The black curve shows how
these two processes blend in the case that τν = τs.

Figure 13.4 shows the variations of the order parameter, S(t),
and the normalized magnitude of the dipole tensor, p(t)/p0, for
different values of the cell aspect ratio, r, (panels I.a and II.a),
and for different ratios of the matrix–to–cell shear moduli, µm/µc,
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(panels I.b and II.b). The two rightmost panels, show the cor-
responding variations of the half–lives, of the order parameter,
t(s)
1/2

(r), and of the dipole magnitude, t(p)
1/2

(r), as a function of the
cell aspect ratio, and for different matrix–to–cell rigidity ratios.
The half–lives are calculated as the time to reach half the satura-
tion values. Panels I.a and II.a are plotted for, µm = µc, hence con-
sistent with the trends obtained for the steady–state [52], they
show that more elongated cells polarize better both in magnitude,
and order parameter. Similarly, panels I.b and II.b are consistent
with the predictions discussed in [52] for the steady–state. The
order parameter, S(t), reaches higher levels for matrices of inter-
mediate rigidity and the saturation value of, p(t), increases mono-
tonically with matrix rigidity. The dependence of the half–lives of
these responses, t(s)

1/2
(r) and t(p)

1/2
(r), on the aspect ratio of the

cell and matrix rigidity are depicted in panels I.c and II.c. In-
terestingly, the plots of t(s)

1/2
(r) and t(p)

1/2
(r), for different µm/µc,

resemble the behaviors of S(r) and p(r) in the steady–state. Our
theory predicts that cells in softer environments more quickly
reach their steady–state polarization. The reason is that in a com-
pliant matrix, the increase in the magnitude of the elements of
the dipole tensor with time results in cell contraction which par-
tially relieves the stress that drives the polarization response. This
causes the elements of the dipole tensor to reach saturation more
quickly; hence both t(s)

1/2
and t(p)

1/2
decrease with the softness of the

matrix. Similar considerations explain our predictions for the de-
pendence of t(s)

1/2
and t(p)

1/2
on the cell aspect ratio.

Theory of cell spreading dynamics and mechanics

Complementary to the work described above, we have also devel-
oped an elastic theory for cell spreading dynamics [58, 59, 60] –
the process that leads to the determination of cell size and shape.
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The spreading area of cells has been recognized as a potent struc-
tural characteristic that influences gene expression regulation,
cell cycle control and cell differentiation [48, 49]. However, de-
spite extensive research of the cell spreading process there is still
no clear understanding of how the spreading area of cells is deter-
mined. One of the known factors that influence the establishment
of cell spreading area is the elastic rigidity of the extracellular
matrix [51, 53]. Experiments on many cell types show that the
steady-state area and the force that cells exert on their substrate
increase with the rigidity of the matrix[48, 51, 53]. This univer-
sal behavior suggests that the spreading size of cells is dictated
mechanically, by means of a force-balance between the cell and
the substrate. Motivated by these findings we have developed a
simple analytical theory of cell spreading dynamics [58, 59, 60]
(see Fig. 13.5).

We modeled the cell as a thin elastic disc of radius, R(t), and
thickness, h, that is actively pulled by lamellipodia protrusions at
the cell front. The radial velocity of the cell front is dictated by
two oppositely oriented motions:

Ṙ(t) = vpol − vF (t) (13.4)

Here, vpol is the constant [58] radial actin polymerization speed
at the cell front, and vF (t) is the temporal retrograde flow speed
of the lamellar network, that is assumed to increase in the course
of spreading due to the rise in cellular tension. Myosin activ-
ity is implicitly accounted for in its contribution to the effec-
tive elasticity of the lamella network. The forward motion of the
lamellipodium stretches the cytoskeleton, and as a result, a visco-
elastic force is developed. We express this force as follows:

f(t)/h = 2κc
R(t)−R0(t)

R0(t)
+ ξc

d(R/R0)

dt
− p(t) (13.5)
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Top image shows an NIH 3T3 fibroblast 20 min after being seeded
on a rigid (2 MPa) fibronectin-coated PDMS substrate. Red stains
for the focal adhesion protein vinculin and green fluorescent pro-
tein stains actin. Bottom panel is a schematic illustration of major
elements of cell spreading dynamics. Actin polymerization in the
lamellipodium network (shown as blue monomers) drives the cell
front forward. This generates elastic stresses that eventually accu-
mulate in the lamella network and cause its retrograde flow, vF .
Adhesions supporting the lamellipodium and lamella networks are
distinct; the latter (colored in red) are typically larger. Cell adhe-
sion is assumed to concentrate in a narrow layer L < R at the cell
front, as demonstrated for a number of cell types and the cell im-
age above. The higher the cell–substrate friction, the slower is the
retrograde flow, and consequently the faster can the cell advance
forward. Spreading ceases when the forces in the cytoskeleton reach
the stall force, fss = ξsvpol.
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Here f = F/(2πR) is the radial force per unit length that the cell
exerts on the substrate; F is the total cell force; κc is the effective,
long-term, area expansion modulus of the lamella; ξc the effective
viscosity coefficient; R0 is an associated rest length of this elastic
continuum, and p(t) is the actively generated myosin stress in the
cytoskeleton. A microscopic model has been developed to derive
an explicit expression for the effective frictional interaction be-
tween the cell and the substrate in terms of the retrograde flow
speed, the binding/unbinding kinetics of cell –substrate adhesion
contacts, and the elastic rigidity of the substrate [58]. Assuming
that the life time of adhesion bonds between the cell and the
substrate is force-independent results in a linear cell-substrate
friction coefficient, ξs , where the retrograde flow, vF (t), may be
related to the force f(t) via f(t) = ξsvF (t) [58]. Combining this
with the equation above for the spreading speed results in the
following linear force-velocity relation:

f(t) = fss

[
1− v(t)

vpol

]
(13.6)

where, fss = ξsvpol, is the steady state force, that depends on sub-
strate rigidity via ξs’s dependence on rigidity. Equating the latter
two expressions for the radial force and assuming, for simplic-
ity, that R0 is fixed, and that myosin forces remain fixed during
spreading, results in a particularly simple solution for the evolu-
tion of cell radius and force: R(t) ≈ f(t) ≈ 1 − exp[t/τ ], where
τ is a characteristic spreading time given in terms of the friction
coefficient and viscoelasticity of the cytoskeleton [58]. Notably, as
shown in [58] this simplified scenario captures many important
characteristics of cell spreading dynamics such as the increase
in the retrograde flow in the course of spreading along with the
slowing down in spreading speed, and the dependence of spread-
ing dynamics on the matrix rigidity and ligand density on the
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Cell spreading dynamics and mechanics. The plots show the evo-
lution of the mean (endothelial) cell radius (panel a.) and force
(panel b.) on a soft elastic substrate; panel c. shows the the non-
linear, temporal, dependence of the force on the cell radius during
spreading. The solid lines are theoretical fits calculated from three
complementary models of the spreading dynamics process. Repro-
duced from Brill-Karniely Y. et al, Biophysical Journal, 107 Decem-
ber 2014 L01–L04.

surface. Nevertheless, to directly test our hypotheses about the
relations between cell size, spreading speed and force, we have
collaborated with the groups of Dr. Ralf Kemkemer from the Max
Planck institute for intelligent systems in Stuttgart, and Dr. Rama
Krishnan from Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center, in Boston
who carried out time resolved measurements of cell spreading
area and force in the course of spreading. These results are sum-
marized in Fig. 13.6 below.

These experiments showed that while cell area and force in-
crease simultaneously during spreading, the force (panel b) typ-
ically develops with an apparent delay relative to the increase
in cell area (panel a), and the temporal relation between them
is strictly non-linear. To explain this interesting behavior we the-
oretically examined three alternative mechanisms that may ac-
company the increase in cell area during spreading [58, 59].
These mechanisms include (i) the dynamics assembly of the cy-
toskeleton at the cell basis, (ii) the strengthening of acto-myosin
forces in response to the generated lamellar stresses, and (iii) the
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passive strain-stiffening of the cytoskeleton. The solid curves in
Fig. 13.6 show the fits of all there models to the experimental
data. The nice agreement between theory and experiment shows
that all three mechanisms can explain the interesting non-linear
coupling between cell area and force during spreading, however,
more detailed analysis would need to be carried out in order
to reveal to what extent each mechanism contributes to the ob-
served behavior.

Finally, in a paper recently submitted for publication we pre-
sented, in collaboration with the group of Prof. Sarah Koester
from the university of Gottingen, Germany, a theoretical analysis
of the dynamical coupling of actomyosin forces, p(t), with the
elastic stresses that develop during spreading. Both actomyosin
activity and actin polymerization at the leading edge of the cell
are known to be essential sources of cellular stress, however, a
quantitative account of their separate contributions is still lack-
ing; so is the influence of the coupling between the two phe-
nomena on cell spreading dynamics. We thus developed a simple
analytic theory for the coupling of the variations of actomyosin
forces during cell spreading dynamics. Consistent with experi-
ments, myosin activity is assumed to polarize in response to the
stresses generated during spreading. We demonstrate that the
characteristic actomyosin response time and the overall spread-
ing time may determine different evolution profiles of cell spread-
ing dynamics. These include a monotonic increase of cell area
with time, a non-monotonic increase with an early-overshoot in
cell area, and a damped oscillatory mode where the cell area pe-
riodically expands and contracts on minuets time scale. Exper-
iments on blood platelets have been carried out in the Koester
group to demonstrate with very high time resolution the exis-
tence of these behaviors. This analysis provides the seeds for a
very fruitful collaboration to elucidate the details of this funda-
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mental coupling. More details on this study will be provided in
our next report.

Group members

1. Yifat Brill–Karniely–Postdoctoral Scholar.

2. Shmuel Shannon - Postdoctoral Scholar

3. Noam Nisanholtz–M.Sc student.

4. Adi Rotem–M. Sc student.

5. Yonit Marudas–Sacks–undergraduate student.

Grants

1. 2009–2014: Israel Science Foundation. A. Zemel "Active re-
sponses of cells to the mechanical properties of their envi-
ronment". $210,000.

2. 2010–on going: Eliyahu and Tatiana Leszczynski fund. A.
Zemel "Mechanically–induced self organization and pat-
terning of cells". $15,000.

3. 2011–2014: Niedersachsen–lsraeli Research Cooperation
Program, A. Zemel and F. Rehfeldt, "Experimental and the-
oretical study of cellular mechano–sensitivity". C 105,000
(each) .
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Collaborators and Scientific Activity in Germany

1. Dr. Florian Rehfeldt, III. Physics institute,
Georg–August–University, Göttingen, Germany.

2. Prof. Dr. Ralf Kemkemer, Max–Planck–Institute for Metals
Research, Dept. New Materials and Biosystems, Stuttgart,
Germany.

3. Prof. Dr. Sarah Koester, Institute for X–Ray Physics,
Georg–August–University, Göttingen, Germany.

4. I am a member in the German–Israeli Research School:
“Frontiers in Cell Signaling and Gene Regulation” (Sign-
Gene), Funded by the Helmholtz Association.
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Personnel

There are currently 9 groups in the center, headed by faculty
members and altogether 72 scientists have been active in the Cen-
ter throughout the year (see Table 14.1), including faculty mem-
bers (9), non-faculty staff (4) long-term visitors (8), post-doctoral
fellows (13) graduate students (MSc/PhD) (34) and undergrads
(4). A systems manager team of 2, headed by Dr. Ester Livshits
is responsible for the maintenance and development of the di-
verse computing facilities of the Center and those of its members.
Finally administrative and secretariat services help manage the
manpower, budget, guests and visits of the center.

Table 14.1: Personnel of the Fritz Haber center

Role Name
Members (9) Prof. Noam Agmon, Prof. Roi Baer,

Prof. Avinoam Ben–Shaul, Prof.
Robert B. Gerber, Prof. Daniel Harries,
Prof. Ronnie Kosloff, Prof. Raphael D.

Levine, Prof. Masha Niv, Dr. Assaf
Zemel
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Role Name
Non faculty

research staff
(4)

Dr. Helen Eisenberg
Dr. Faina Dubnikov
Dr. Tova Feldman
Dr. Dorit Shemesh

Long term
visitors (8)

Prof. D. Neuhauser (UCLA)
Prof. F. Remacle (Liege)

Prof. A.Dell –Hammerich (Illinois)
Dr. G. Katz

Dr. S. Kallush (Ort Braude)
Dr. N. Rom (Rafael)

Dr. David Gellman (Jer. College)
Dr. Moshe Goldstein (Jer. College)

Postdocs (13) Dr. Yifat Brill–Karniely, Dr. Adva
Baratz, Dr. Harel Muskatal, Dr. Tapta

Kanchan, Roy Dr. Huan Wang, Dr.
Raam Uzdin, Dr. Michael Klein, Dr.

Jean Jules Fifen, Dr. Erik Torrontegui
Munoz, Dr. Avi Dr. Antonella Di Pizio,

Dr. Michal Slutzki Dr. Shmuel
Shanon, Dr. Noga Kowalsman
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Role Name
Graduate
Student

(MSc/PhD)
(34)

Ajay J.; Amshalem M.; Buchman O;
Cnaani R; Dvoris M; Hiluf D; Levy A.;
Nisanholtz N.; Arumugam R.; Rotem

A., Sagiv L.; Shinobo A.; Sapir L.;
Schafer I.; Sukenik S.; Walter S.;

Furman D.; Cytter Y.; Hirshberg B.;
Fabian M.; Vlcek V.; Gentman T.;

Atrash M.; Schtienmitz B.; Arnon E.;
Haddad E.; Shpiro B.; Aroch A.; Dan

R.; Poplinger M.; Wiener, A.;
Cheled–Shoval, S.; Hashavit, U.;

Cohen-Amin, N.
Undergrad
Students
(BSc) (4)

Druker N.; Marudas Sacks Y.; Taieb
D.; Donski S.

Administrative
personnel (2)

Ms. Geula Levy
Ms. Eva Guez

Computing
services and

consulting (2)

Dr. Ester Livhshits
Ms. Rita Zlotnikov
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Visitors, Seminars,
Conference and
Symposium Organization

During the past years we had about 3 dozens of short visits by se-
nior scientists, postdocs and students, see Appendix 3 Table 19.1.
Most of them gave a a Fritz Haber seminar during their visit. This
seminar, running continuously for over 30 years now, has hosted
most of the prominent scientists in molecular dynamics and re-
lated fields. The speaker list is long and broad. Long, because
we have 2-3 dozens of speakers per year. Broad - in two ways:
first, in persona: our speakers are at times the leading scientists
in their respective fields and at times graduate students deliver-
ing their first public talk; second, broad in range of topics: from
quantum mechanics of cold atoms through chemical dynamics
and biophysics up to intense laser-molecule interactions. The list
of seminars is given in Appendix 3 19.2. The Fritz Haber center
are active in organizing conferences and workshops. The center
supports such conferences as detailed in Appendix 4.
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Computing Resources

The computer facility of the Center is the principal research tool
of all scientists in the center. Most of the computers are purchased
by the different researchers from their personal grants (however,
starting from 2014 the center will be able to offer support for
this as well). The center offers to the researchers the services of a
System Manager Dr. Ester Livshits and his assistant Ms. Rita Zlot-
nikov. This team is responsible for the maintenance and devel-
opment of our computer services, which include both equipment
of the center, and machines used by individual groups. Compu-
tational research activities in all the groups depend heavily on
the smooth functioning of the unit. This team also maintains the
webpage of the center.

There are currently about 1000 computer cores, mostly Intel 64
bit machines running Linux. These are grouped in 9 distributed
memory clusters, owned by the different members of the cen-
ters but managed by the System Administrator. The center has
won in the past a Minerva grant and purchased a strong SGI
Ultra-Violate shared memory computer with 16 8-CPU nodes and
128GB shared memory. In 2014 the center won an additional
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Minerva grant of 50k Euros and bought a computer cluster.
The disk services are based on a 10-disk RAID protected storage

system, with about 1.5 Terra-byte volume. This server provides
shared program access, YP authorization, home directory services
and POP/IMAP mail services, printing, group website hosting etc.
We also maintain four Windows domain servers with 600 GB disk
space that provide active directory services, terminal services (re-
mote desktop), such as DNS, authorization, home directory, FTP,
printing, virus protection. of shared storage for the various users
of Windows. In addition we have Mac-OS workstation connected
to the Center Linux authorization system. All the clusters, work-
stations and servers are connected by switched 100Mb Ethernet
with a 1Gb backbone network. Laptop owners can use the univer-
sity installed wireless connection network with a 54Mb speed.
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Appendix 1: Fritz Haber
Center Alumni

The following proudly lists our alumni students and postdocs and
their academic/research positions:

1. Roger Alimi, Nuclear Research center Soreq, Yavne Israel

2. Roi Baer, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

3. Zlatko Bacic, New York University, New York, USA

4. Adva Baratz, The Israel Institute for Biological Research,
Nes Ziona, Israel

5. Rob Bisseling, Utrecht University, The Netherlands

6. Yardena Bohbot, The Israel Institute for Biological Research,
Nes Ziona, Israel

7. Eric C. Brown, Loyola University, Chicago, IL, USA

8. Victoria Buch, The Hebrew University, Israel
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9. Galina M. Chaban, Senior Researcher, NASA Ames Research
Center, CA

10. David Charutz, Nuclear Research center Soreq, Yavneh Is-
rael

11. Ron Elber, University of Texas Austin, Texas, USA

12. Eyal Fattal, The Israel Institute for Biological Research, Nes
Ziona

13. Moshe Feldman, Jerusalem College of Technology,
Jerusalem, Israel

14. Eric Fredj, Jerusalem College of Technology, Jerusalem, Is-
rael

15. Alberto Garcia-Vela – CSIC, Madrid, Spain

16. Eitan Geva, University of Michigan in Ann Arbor, USA

17. Daniel Harries, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

18. Jeremy Harvey, University of Bristol, UK

19. Oded Hod, Tel Aviv University, Israel

20. Solvejg Jørgensen, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

21. Pavel Jungwirth, Institute of Organic Chemistry and Bio-
chemistry, Czech Academy of Sciences, Prague

22. Shimshon Kallush, Ort Bruda College, Carmiel, Israel

23. Sabre Kais, Purdue University, Idiana, USA

24. Michael Khasin, Dept. of Physics Based Methods, NASA,
USA
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25. Christiane Koch, Free University Berlin, University of Kas-
sel, Germany

26. Viatcheslav Kokoouline, University of Central Florida, USA

27. Anna I. Krylov, University of Southern California, USA

28. Yair Kurzweil, Nuclear Research Center, Negev, Israel

29. Daniel Lidar, University of Southern California, USA

30. Jan Lundell, Nanoscience Center, University of Jyväskylä,
Finland

31. Susan Gregurick, Senior Staff, DOE Research Funding
Agency, Washington DC, USA

32. Maureen I. McCarthy, Pacific Northwest Labs, Wa, USA

33. Todd J. Martinez, Stanford University, California, USA

34. Sylvio May, North Dakota State University, USA

35. Anne B. McCoy, Ohio State University, USA

36. Yifat Miller, Ben Gurion University, Israel

37. Masha Y. Niv, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

38. Jose P. Palao, La Laguna Universidad, Spain

39. Eran Rabani, University of California, Berkeley, California
USA (previously at Tel Aviv University)

40. Tamar Raz, Jerusalem College of Engineering, Jerusalem
Israel

41. Burkhard Schmidt, ZIB and Applied Maths, Freie Univer-
sität, Berlin, Germany
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42. Igal Szleifer, Purdue University, Northwestern University,
USA

43. Naftali Tishby, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

44. Jiri Valla, National University, Ireland

45. Nevin Uras-Aytemiz, Süleyman Demirel University, Turkey

46. Birgitta Whaley, University of California, Berkeley, USA

47. Assaf Zemel, The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel
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Appendix 2: Publications
(2010-2014)

Noam Agmon

1. N. Agmon, "Diffusion across proton collecting surfaces",
Chem. Phys. 370, 232-237 (2010).

2. N. Agmon, "The residence time equation", Chem. Phys. Lett.
497, 184-186 (2010).

3. H. N. Chen, G. A. Voth, and N. Agmon, "Kinetics of Proton
Migration in Liquid Water", J. Phys. Chem. B 114, 333-339
(2010).

4. A. Shinobu, G. J. Palm, A. J. Schierbeek, and N. Agmon, "Vi-
sualizing Proton Antenna in a High-Resolution Green Fluo-
rescent Protein Structure", J. Am. Chem. Soc. 132, 11093-
11102 (2010).

5. N. Agmon, "The multiple timescales of the hy-drated pro-
ton", Geochim Cosmochim Ac 74, A5-A5 (2010).
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6. N. Agmon and M. Gutman, "BIOENERGETICS Proton fronts
on membranes", Nat Chem 3, 840-842 (2011).

7. N. Agmon, "Single Molecule Diffusion and the Solution
of the Spherically Symmetric Residence Time Equation", J
Phys Chem A 115, 5838-5846 (2011).

8. N. Agmon, "The residence probability: single molecule flu-
orescence correlation spectroscopy and reversible geminate
recombination", Phys Chem Chem Phys 13, 16548-16557
(2011).

9. S. S. Khokhlova and N. Agmon, "Comparison of Alternate
Approaches for Reversible Geminate Re-combination", B
Korean Chem Soc 33, 1020-1028 (2012).

10. N. Agmon, "Liquid Water: From Symmetry Distortions to
Diffusive Motion", Accounts Chem Res 45, 63-73 (2012).

11. S. S. Khokhlova and N. Agmon, "Green’s function for
reversible geminate reaction with volume reactivity", J.
Chem. Phys. 137 (2012).

12. W. Kulig and N. Agmon, "A ’clusters-in-liquid’ method for
calculating infrared spectra identifies the proton-transfer
mode in acidic aqueous solutions", Nature Chemistry 5, 29-
35 (2013).

13. W. Kulig, and N. Agmon. "Both Zundel and Eigen isomers
contribute to the IR spectrum of the gas-phase H9O4+ clus-
ter." J. Phys. Chem. B 118, 278-286 (2013).

14. J. Xu, , T. Yamashita, N. Agmon, and G. A. Voth. "On the ori-
gin of proton mobility suppression in aqueous solutions of
amphiphiles." J. Phys. Chem. B 117, 15426-15435 (2013).
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15. R. Shevchuk, N. Agmon, and F. Rao. "Network analysis of
proton transfer in liquid water." J. Chem. Pys. 140, 244502
(2014).

16. W. Kulig and N. Agmon, "Deciphering the infrared spectrum
of the protonated water pentamer and the hybrid Eigen –
Zundel cation", PCCP, 16.10, 4933-4941 (2014).

17. N. Agmon, "Covalent radii from ionization energies of iso-
electronic series" Chem. Phys. Lett. 595 214-219 (2014).

Roi Baer

1. R. Baer, "Ground-State Degeneracies Leave Recognizable
Topological Scars in the Electronic Density", Phys Rev Lett
104, 073001 (2010).

2. R. Baer, E. Livshits, and U. Salzner, "Tuned Range-Separated
Hybrids in Density Functional Theory", Annu Rev Phys
Chem 61, 85-109 (2010).

3. R. Baer and E. Rabani, "Can Impact Excitation Explain Ef-
ficient Carrier Multiplication in Carbon Nanotube Photodi-
odes?", Nano Lett 10, 3277-3282 (2010).

4. A. K. Paul, S. Adhikari, M. Baer, and R. Baer, "H-2(+) pho-
todissociation by an intense pulsed photonic Fock state",
Phys Rev A 81, 013412 (2010).

5. E. Rabani and R. Baer, "Theory of multiexciton generation
in semiconductor nanocrystals", Chem Phys Lett 496, 227-
235 (2010).

6. T. Stein, H. Eisenberg, L. Kronik, and R. Baer, "Fundamental
Gaps in Finite Systems from Eigenval-ues of a Generalized
Kohn-Sham Method", Phys Rev Lett 105, 266802 (2010).
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7. A. Karolewski, T. Stein, R. Baer, and S. Kummel, "Com-
munication: Tailoring the optical gap in light-harvesting
molecules", J Chem Phys 134 (2011).

8. N. Kuritz, T. Stein, R. Baer, and L. Kronik, "Charge-Transfer-
Like pi(->)pi* Excitations in Time-Dependent Density
Functional Theory: A Conundrum and Its Solution", J Chem
Theory Comput 7, 2408-2415 (2011).

9. E. Livshits, R. S. Granot, and R. Baer, "A Density Functional
Theory for Studying Ionization Processes in Water Clusters",
J Phys Chem A 115, 5735-5744 (2011).

10. S. Refaely-Abramson, R. Baer, and L. Kronik, "Fundamental
and excitation gaps in molecules of relevance for organic
photovoltaics from an optimally tuned range-separated hy-
brid functional", Phys Rev B 84 (2011).

11. T. Ansbacher, H. K. Srivastava, T. Stein, R. Baer, M. Merkx,
and A. Shurki, "Calculation of transition dipole moment in
fluorescent proteins-towards efficient energy transfer", Phys
Chem Chem Phys 14, 4109-4117 (2012).

12. R. Baer and E. Rabani, "Expeditious Stochastic Calcula-
tion of Multiexciton Generation Rates in Semiconductor
Nanocrystals", Nano Lett 12, 2123-2128 (2012).

13. A. Baratz and R. Baer, "Nonmechanical Conductance
Switching in a Molecular Tunnel Junction", J Phys Chem
Lett 3, 498-502 (2012).

14. S. Jacobi and R. Baer, "Variational grand-canonical elec-
tronic structure of Li plus Li at similar to 10(4) K with
second-order perturbation theory corrections", Theor Chem
Acc 131 (2012).
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15. P. K. Jain, D. Ghosh, R. Baer, E. Rabani, and A. P. Alivisatos,
"Near-field manipulation of spectroscopic selection rules
on the nanoscale", P Natl Acad Sci USA 109, 8016-8019
(2012).

16. R. Baer and D. Neuhauser, "Communication: Monte Carlo
calculation of the exchange energy", J. Chem. Phys. 137,
051103 (2012).

17. L. Kronik, T. Stein, S. Refaely-Abramson, and R. Baer,
"Excitation Gaps of Finite-Sized Systems from Optimally
Tuned Range-Separated Hybrid Function-als", J Chem The-
ory Comput 8, 1515-1531 (2012).

18. R. Baer and E. Rabani, "Theory of multiexciton generation
in semiconductor nanocrystals", Abstr Pap Am Chem S 244
(2012).

19. R. Baer and E. Rabani, "Expeditious Stochastic Calcula-
tion of Multiexciton Generation Rates in Semiconductor
Nanocrystals", Nano Lett. 12, 2123-2128 (2012).

20. S. Refaely-Abramson, S. Sharifzadeh, N. Govind, J.
Autschbach, J. B. Neaton, R. Baer, and L. Kronik, "Quasipar-
ticle Spectra from a Nonempirical Optimally Tuned Range-
Separated Hybrid Density Functional", Phys. Rev. Lett. 109
(2012).

21. T. Stein, J. Autschbach, N. Govind, L. Kronik, and R. Baer,
"Curvature and Frontier Orbital Energies in Density Func-
tional Theory", J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 3, 3740-3744 (2012).

22. R. Baer and E. Rabani, "Communication: Biexciton gener-
ation rates in CdSe nanorods are length independent", J.
Chem. Phys. 138 (2013).
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23. A. Baratz, M. Galperin, and R. Baer, "Gate-Induced In-
tramolecular Charge Transfer in a Tunnel Junction: A
Nonequilibrium Analysis", J. Phys. Chem. C 117, 10257-
10263 (2013).

24. D. Neuhauser, E. Rabani, and R. Baer, "Expeditious Stochas-
tic Calculation of Random-Phase Approximation Energies
for Thousands of Electrons in Three Dimensions", J. Phys.
Chem. Lett. 4, 1172-1176 (2013).

25. S. Refaely-Abramson, S. Sharifzadeh, M. Jain, R. Baer, J.
B. Neaton, and L. Kronik, "Gap renormalization of molecu-
lar crystals from density-functional theory", Phys. Rev. B 88
(2013).

26. G. Zohar, R. Baer, and E. Rabani, "Multiexciton Generation
in IV-VI Nanocrystals: The Role of Carrier Effective Mass,
Band Mixing, and Phonon Emission", J. Phys. Chem. Lett.
4, 317-322 (2013).

27. D. Neuhauser, E. Rabani, and R. Baer, "Expeditious Stochas-
tic Approach for MP2 Energies in Large Electronic Systems",
J. Chem. Theor. Comp 9, 24-27 (2013).

28. R. Baer, D. Neuhauser, and E. Rabani, "Self-Averaging
Stochastic Kohn-Sham Density-Functional Theory", Phys.
Rev. Lett. 111 (2013).

29. Q. Ge, Yi Gao, R. Baer, E. Rabani, and D. Neuhauser, "A
Guided Stochastic Energy-Domain Formulation of the Sec-
ond Order Møller – Plesset Perturbation Theory." J. Phys.
Chem. Lett. 5, 185-189 (2013).

30. A. Baratz, A. J. White, M. Galperin, and R. Baer. "Effects
of Electromagnetic Coupling on Conductance Switching of
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a Gated Tunnel Junction." J. of Phys. Chem. Lett. 5, 3545-
3550 (2014).

31. Y. Cytter, D. Neuhauser, and R. Baer. "Metropolis Evaluation
of the Hartree – Fock Exchange Energy." J. Chem. Theory
and Comput. 10, 4317-4323 (2014).

32. D. Neuhauser, Yi Gao, C. Arntsen, C. Karshenas, E. Rabani,
R. Baer, “Breaking the Theoretical Scaling Limit for Predict-
ing Quasiparticle Energies: The Stochastic GW Approach”,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 113, 076402 (2014).

33. H. Eshet, R. Baer, D. Neuhauser, and E. Rabani. "Multiexci-
ton Generation in Seeded Nanorods" J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 5,
2580-2585 (2014).

34. D. Neuhauser, R. Baer and E. Rabani. "Communication: Em-
bedded fragment stochastic density functional theory." J.
Chem. Phys. 141, 041102 (2014).

35. D. A. Egger, S. Weissman, S. Refaely-Abramson, S. Shar-
ifzadeh, M. Dauth, R. Baer, S. Kümmel, J. B. Neaton, E. Zo-
jer, and L. Kronik, "Outer-valence Electron Spectra of Pro-
totypical Aromatic Heterocycles from an Optimally Tuned
Range-Separated Hybrid Functional" J. Chem. Theo. Com-
put. 10, 1934-1952 (2014).

Avinoam Ben Shaul

1. Y. H. Wu, X. S. Jin, O. Harrison, L. Shapiro, B. H. Honig, and
A. Ben-Shaul, "Cooperativity between trans and cis inter-
actions in cadherin-mediated junc-tion formation", P Natl
Acad Sci USA 107, 17592-17597 (2010).
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2. L. T. Fang, W. M. Gelbart, and A. Ben-Shaul, "The size
of RNA as an ideal branched polymer", J Chem Phys 135
(2011).

3. L. T. Fang, A. M. Yoffe, W. M. Gelbart, and A. Ben-Shaul, "A
Sequential Folding Model Predicts Length-Independent Sec-
ondary Structure Properties of Long ssRNA", J Phys Chem
B 115, 3193-3199 (2011).

4. Y. H. Wu, L. Shapiro, A. Ben-Shaul, and B. Honig, "Multi-
scale Simulation of Cadherin-Mediated Cell Adhesion", Bio-
phys J 100, 21-21 (2011).

5. Y. H. Wu, J. Vendome, L. Shapiro, A. Ben-Shaul, and B.
Honig, "Transforming binding affinities from three dimen-
sions to two with application to cadherin clustering", Nature
475, 510-U107 (2011).

6. A. M. Yoffe, P. Prinsen, W. M. Gelbart, and A. Ben-Shaul,
"The ends of a large RNA molecule are necessarily close",
Nucleic Acids Res 39, 292-299 (2011).

7. A. Gopal, D. E. Egecioglu, A. M. Yoffe, A. Ben-Shaul, A. L. N.
Rao, C. M. Knobler, and W. M. Gelbart, "The Unusual Com-
pactness of Viral RNA", Biophys J 102, 643a-643a (2012).

8. A. Ben-Shaul, "Entropy, Energy, and Bending of DNA in Viral
Capsids", Biophys J 104, L15-L17 (2013).

9. D. Harries, S. May, and A. Ben-Shaul, "Counterion release in
membrane-biopolymer interactions", Soft Matter 9, 9268-
9284 (2013).

10. Y. H. Wu, B. Honig, and A. Ben-Shaul, "Theory and Sim-
ulations of Adhesion Receptor Dimerization on Membrane
Surfaces", Biophys J 104, 1221-1229 (2013).
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11. A. Gopal, Defne E. Egecioglu, A. M. Yoffe, A. Ben-Shaul, A.
LN Rao, C. M. Knobler, and W. M. Gelbart. "Viral RNAs Are
Unusually Compact." PloS one 9, e105875 (2014).

12. M. Comas-Garcia, R. F. Garmann, S. W. Singaram, A. Ben-
Shaul, C. M. Knobler, and W. M. Gelbart. "Characterization
of viral capsid protein self-assembly around short single-
stranded RNA." J. Phys. Chem. B 118, 7510-7519 (2014).

13. A. Ben-Shaul, "Reply to the Comment by S. Harvey on “En-
tropy, Energy, and Bending of DNA in Viral Capsids”." Bio-
physical J. 106, 493-496, (2014).

Robert B. Gerber

1. C. W. Harmon, R. L. Grimm, T. M. McIntire, M. D. Peterson,
B. Njegic, V. M. Angel, A. Alshawa, J. S. Underwood, D. J.
Tobias, R. B. Gerber, M. S. Gordon, J. C. Hemminger, and
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Name Country Period Host
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1.12/2012
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K.U Gross
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Beirat

Prof. Gerard
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19/10/2012

Beirat

Prof. Helmut
Grubmueller

Germany 17-
19/10/2012

Beirat

Jaroslaw
Kalinowski

Finland 29.10-
26.11/2012

Gerber

Prof. Bernd Abel Germany 8-11/11/2012 Gerber
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Name Country Period Host
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Thirumalai
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Baer

Prof. Phillip
Gould

USA 5 –
12.01.2014

Kosloff
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Name Country Period Host
Prof.

Muthukumar
Murugappan

USA 14 –
17.01.2014

Ben
Shaul

Dr. Shachar
Klaiman

Germany 02.01.2014 Center

Prof. Stuart
Rothstein

Canada 6.01 –
31.3.2014

Baer

Prof. Eitan Geva USA 11.01 –
28.2.2014

Baer

Amos Golan 17.2 –
31.3.2014

Levine

Prof. William M.
Gelbart

USA 16 –
21.01.2014

Ben
Shaul

Mr. Vojtech Vlcek Germany 20.1 –
14.02.2014

Baer

Prof Daniel
Neuhauser

USA 16.3 –
22.6.2014

Baer

Prof. Kieron
Burke

USA 21 –
23.03.2014

Baer

Dr. Maria
Hellgren

Italy 22 –
29.03.2014

Center

Prof. Gerd Steinle
– Neumann

Germany 06 – 14.05.14 Baer

Mr. Vojtech Vlcek Germany 28.4 –
16.5.2014

Baer

Prof. Wolfgang
Gaertner

Germany 26.5.2014 Harries

Prof. Audrey Dell
Hammerich

USA 12.6 –
18.8.2014

Gerber
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Name Country Period Host
Mr. Vojtech Vlcek Germany 29.6 –

18.7.2014
Baer

Dr. Barbara
Fresch

Belgium 1.8 – 5.9.2014 Levine

Prof. Zlatko Bacic USA 22 –
23.6.2014

Gerber

Prof. Christian
Koch

Germany 28.7 –
3.8.2014

Kosloff

Dr. Wojciech
Skomorows

Germany 28.7 –
3.8.2014

Kosloff

Prof. Christian
Koch

Germany 20-
22/12/2014

Kosloff

Dr. Igor Schapiro Germany 1/3/2015-
31/3/2015

Baer

Seminars given at the center (2013-14)

Table 19.2: List of seminars for the year of 2014.

Date Speaker Affiliation Title
11.11.12 Prof. Bernd

Abel
Leibnitz Inst of

Surface
Modification

(IOM),
Chemistry Dept,
Univ. of Leipzig,

Germany

The Solvated
Electron: A
seemingly
Familiar

Chemical and
Biological
Transient
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
2.12.12 Prof. Bing

Miao
College of
Materials
Science &

Opto-Electronic
Technology

Microphase
Separation

under
Confinements:

A Field-
Theoretic

Study
6.12.12 Prof. Robert

E. Continetti
Dept of Chem. &

Biochem. UC,
San Diego

Dept of Chem.
& Biochem.

UC, San Diego
27.12.12 Prof.

Shigeyuki
Komura

Dept of
Chemistry,

Tokyo
Metropolitan

University

Anomalous
Lateral

Diffusion in a
Viscous

Membrane
Surrounded by

Viscoelastic
Media

10.1.13 Prof. Daniel
J.

Needleman

Harvard School
of Engineering

& App. Sciences,
Cambridge, MA

The
Metaphase

Spindle as an
Active Liquid

Crystal
14.1.13 Prof. Wilson

Ho
Dept of Physics
& Astronom. UC

Irvine

Dept of
Physics &

Astronom. UC
Irvine
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
21.1.13 Prof. Frank

Neese
Dept of

Molecular
Theory &

Spectroscopy,
Max-Planck

Inst., Mulheim
a.d. Ruhr,
Germany

Dept of
Molecular
Theory &

Spectroscopy,
Max-Planck

Inst., Mulheim
a.d. Ruhr,
Germany

11.3.13 Prof. Zlatko
Bacic

Chemistry Dept,
NYU

Hydrogen
Molecules in
Nanoscale
Cavities:
Quantum
Dynamics,
Inelastic
Neutron

Scattering
Spectroscopy,

and a New
Selection Rule
for H2@C60

14.3.13 Prof. Oleg S.
Vasyutinskii

Ioffe Inst.,
Russian Acad.

Sci., St.
Petersburg

Ioffe Inst.,
Russian Acad.

Sci., St.
Petersburg

11.4.13 Prof. Spiros
S. Skourtis

Dept of Physics,
University of

Cyprus, Nicosia

Dept of
Physics,

University of
Cyprus,
Nicosia
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
25.4.13 Prof. Meir

Lahav
Dept of Material

& Interfaces,
Weizmann Inst.

Ordered Water
at Surfaces

29.4.13 Prof. Steven
J. Sibener

James Franck
Inst. & dept of

Chemistry, Univ.
of Chicago

Dynamical
Processes at

Surfaces
Examined

with
Molecular

Beam
Scattering,
Scanning

Probe
Imagining &
Numerical

Simulations
9.5.13 Prof.

Devarajan
(Dave)

Thirumalai

Inst of Physical
Sc. &

Technology,
University of

Maryland, MD

Gene
Regulation by
Ribowitches:
From Folding
Landscape to
System Level
Description

30.5.13 Prof. Stuart
M. Rothstein

Depts of Chem
& Phys., Brock
Univ., Canada

Electronic
Structure

Calculations
Using

Quantum
Monte Carlo

Methods
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
3.6.13 Prof. Stuart

M. Rothstein
Depts of Chem
& Phys., Brock
Univ., Canada

Quantum
Monte Carlo -

Basics
10.6.13 Prof. Stuart

M. Rothstein
Depts of Chem
& Phys., Brock
Univ., Canada

Quantum
Monte Carlo –

Benchmark
Calculations

13.6.13 Prof. David
J. Tannor

Dept of Chem.
Phys. Weizmann

Inst., Rehovot

Phase Space
Approach to

Quantum
Mechanical
Calculations

for Large
Systems:
Thinking

Inside the Box
17.6.13 Prof. Stuart

M. Rothstein
Depts of Chem
& Phys., Brock
Univ., Canada

Quantum
Monte Carlo –

Electron
Exchange

Nodes
17.6.13 Prof. Ulrike

Salzner
Dept of Chem.,

Bilkent
University,

Ankara, Turkey

TDDT
Electronic
Structure

Investigation
of Conducting

Organic
Polymers
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
4.7.13 Michael

Klein
FH Center, Inst
of Chem., HU

Ph.D. Lecture:
Quantum

Dynamics of
Nano-Scale
Logic Gates
(Supervisor:

Prof. R.D.
Levine)

11.7.13 Prof. Sarah
Koester

Physics Faculty,
Georg August

Univ. Goettingen

X-Ray Studies
of Biomatter

in Microfluidic
Sample

Environments
11.7.13 Ms. Adva

Baratz
FH Center, Inst
of Chem., HU

Conductance
Switching of
Molecular

Tunnel
Junctions

Composed of
Separated

Donor-
Acceptor Units
(Supervisor:
Prof. R. Baer)

7.10.13 Dr. Mychel
E. Varner

Dept of
Chemistry,

University of
California,

Irvine

Computational
Studies of
Molecular

Processes in
Atmospheric
Chemistry
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
10.10.13 Dr. Jaroslaw

Kalinowski
Lab of Phys.

Chemistry, Univ.
of Helsinki,

Finland

Nature,
Isomerization
and Decompo-

sition of a
Criegee

Intermediate:
Dynamics
Using a

Multireference
Potential

7.11.13 Prof.
Giannoula
Theodor-
akopoulos

Theor. & Phys.
Chem. Inst.,

National
Hellenic
Research

Foundation,
Athens, Greece

DFT
Calculations
on Reversible
Encapsulation

of Isolated
Molecules and

Pairs of
Molecules:

Compressed
Hydrogen
Bonding,
Relative

Stability and
Spectroscopy
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
21.11.13 Prof. Ioannis

D. Petsalakis
Theor. & Phys.
Chem. Inst.,

National
Hellenic
Research

Foundation,
Athens, Greece

Theoretical
Considerations

on Charge
Transfer

Processes in
Molecules

23.11.13 Dr. Maria
Hellgren

Inter’nl School
for Advances

Studies, Trieste,
Italy

Correlation
Energy and
Potential

Within the
Adiabatic

Connection
Fluctuation
Dissipation
Framework

12.12.13 Prof. Dan
Huppert

School of
Chemistry, Tel
Aviv University

How Fast a
Proton

Transfer
Reaction Can
Be? Beyond
the Solvent

Control Limit
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
19.12.13 Prof. Massi-

miliano Di
Ventra

Dept of Physics,
UCSD

Memcomputing:
A

Brain-Inspired
Computing
Paradigm to
Store and
Process

Information
on the Same

Physical
Platform

26.12.13 Dr. Amir
Goldbourt

School of
Chemistry,
Tel-Aviv

University

High-
resolution

structure and
dynamics of

intact
filamentous

viruses
revealed by
magic-angle

spinning NMR
2.1.14 Dr. Shachar

Klaiman
Inst of Physical

Chem.,
University of
Heidelberg,
Germany

Strong
Correlation

Effects in the
Binding of an

Excess
Electron
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
9.1.14 Prof. Dan

Thomas
Major

Dept of Chem.,
Bar-Ilan

University,
Ramat Gan

Do We Really
Understand

Enzyme
Catalysis?

16.1.14 Prof.
Murugappan

Muthuku-
mar

Dept of Polymer
Science and

Eng., Univ. of
Massachusetts,

Amherst

Menagerie of
Viruses:

Organizing
Principles of

Virus
Assembly

20.2.14 Prof. Dan
Huppert

School of
Chemistry,
Tel-Aviv

University

How Fast a
Proton

Transfer
Reaction Can
Be? Beyond
the Solvent

Control Limit
27.2.14 Prof. Oded

Hod
School of
Chemistry,
Tel-Aviv

University

A State Repre-
sentation

Approach for
Atomistic

Time-
Dependent

Calculations in
Molecular
Junctions

6.3.14 Prof. Chris
H. Greene

Dept of Physics,
Purdue

University, West
Lafayette

The Biggest
Little

Molecules in
Nature
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
13.3.14 Dr. Koby

Levy
Dept of

Structural
Biology,

Weizmann Inst
of Science,

Rehovot

Manipulating
Proteins
Stability:

Enthalpy vs.
Entropy

20.3.14 Prof. Eli
Barkai

Dept of Physics,
Bar-Ilan

University

Weak
Ergodicity
Breaking:

From Blinking
Quantum Dots

to mRNA
Diffusing in

the Cell
23.3.14 Prof. Kieron

Burke
Dept of Chem. &
Phys., UC Irvine,

CA

Density
Functional

Calculations of
Warm Dense

Matter
27.3.14 Dr. Maria

Hellgren
Inter’nl School
for Advances

Studies, Trieste,
Italy

Density
Functional

Theory for the
Description of

Molecular
Bonding and

Charge
Transfer

Excitations
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
1.5.14 Prof. Itzik

Ben-Itzhak
Dept of Physics,

Kansas State
University, USA

Carrier-
Envelope

Phase (CEP)
Control Over

Molecular
Dynamics in
Strong-Field
Laser Pulses

8.5.14 Dr. Advardas
Narevicius

Chem. Phys.
Dept,.

Weizmann Inst.,
Rehovot

Chemistry of
the Quantum

Kind

13.5.14 Prof. Janet
MacDonald

Dept of Chem.,
Vanderbilt
University,

Nashville, TN
USA

Nanostructure
of Cu and Mo
Sulfides: New

Chemistry
from the

Surface to the
Core

14.5.14 Prof.
Nicholas D.

Spencer

Dept of
Materials, ETH

Zurich,
Switzerland

Bionimetic
Approaches to

Lubrication
with Polymer
Brushes and

Gels
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
15.5.14 Prof. Yuval

Garini
Physics Dept &

Inst of
Nanotechnology,

Bar Ilan
University

Live Cell
Nuclear
Genome

Organization
Explored by

Diffusion
Analysis
Methods

22.5.14 Prof. Leeor
Kronik.

Dept of
Materials &
Interfaces,

Weizmann Inst

Understanding
Molecular

Crystals from
First Principles

26.5.14 Prof.
Wolfgang
Gaertner

. MPI f.
Chemical
Energy

Conversion,
Muehlheim,

Germany

Bacterial Pho-
toreceptors –

Reaction
Principles and

Modem
Applications in
Optogenetics

and
Microscopy

12.6.14 Dr. Adi
Salomon

Dept of Chem.,
Bar-Ilan Univ.
Ramat Gan

Can Photo-
chemistry be
Enhanced on

Metallic Nano-
Structures?
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
17.6.14 Prof.

Shyamalava
Mazumdar

Tita Inst. of
Fundamental

Research (TIFR)
Mumbai, India

Doing
Chemistry

with the Metal
Center in
Proteins –
Rational
Design of

Thermostable
Metallopro-

teins
19.6.14 Prof. Dan

Oron
Dept of Physics

of Complex
Systems

Weizmann Inst

Colloidal
Double

Quantum Dots

4.8.14 Dr. Omer
Yaffe

Energy Frontier
Research Center

(EFRC),
Columbia

University, NY

Spectroscopic
Studies of the

Electronic
Structure and
Excited State
Dynamics in

Novel
Materials for
Photovoltaic
Applications
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Date Speaker Affiliation Title
12.11.14 Dr. G.

Murdachaew
Chemistry

Dept.,
University of

Helsinki,
Finland

Dissociation of
HCl and

H2SO4 into
Ions on Wet

Hydroxylated
(0001)a-
quartz

25.11.14 Dr. S.
Riikonen

Chemistry
Dept.,

University of
Helsinki,
Finland

From Ice-XI to
the Liquid-like

Layer of
Ice-lh: Proton-
Disorder and

Molecular
Dynamics
Studies
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Appendix 4: Conferences
(2010-today)

1. N. Agmon, “Gentner Symposium On Proton Mobility In
Chemical And Biological Systems” February 7 - 12, 2010
in Maagan Village.

2. R. Baer, “Symposium in Memory of Professor Victoria Buch”
May 10, 2010.

3. D. Harries, “Liposomes Jerusalem 2011”, Maale
Hachamisha, May 2011.

4. M. Niv, Since 2011 - Management board member of Medic-
inal Chemistry section of the Israel Chemical Society, nom-
inating and supervising organizing committees of yearly
meetings of the section.

5. M. Niv, 2011, Organizer and chair of Structural Studies
of Receptors Symposium in European Chemoreception Re-
search Organization (ECRO), Manchester England.
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6. D. Harries, “Workshop on ionic liquids and coulomb fluids
at interfaces”, London, June 2012.

7. M. Niv, 2012, Chair in the A research workshop of the Israel
Science, joint with European Molecular and Cellular Cogni-
tion Society (EMCCS), Haifa, Israel.

8. M. Niv, 2013 Track chair for "In silico Drug Design and
in silico Screening" in Drug Discovery and Therapy World
Congress, Boston, US (Responsible for inviting 15 interna-
tional speakers).

9. D. Harries, Roi Baer, “Dead-Sea School on excitons in natu-
ral and man made systems”, Ein Gedi, Feb. 2013 (Organiz-
ers: Roi Baer, Sandy Ruhman and Daniel Harries).

10. D. Harries, Roi Baer, “Dead sea workshop on excitons in nat-
ural and man made systems”, Ein Gedi, Feb. 2013 (Organiz-
ers: Roi Baer, Sandy Ruhman and Daniel Harries).[Back-to
back with the school].

11. R. Kosloff, “Coherent Control” in memory of Moshe Shapira
(Kosloff co-organizer).

12. D.Harries, “The annual European Colloid Society Meeting”,
Haifa, Sept 2014.

13. M. Niv, Scientific Advisory Board member of EuroQSAR
meeting (Saint Petersburg, August 2014)

14. M. Niv, Co-organizer of ACS symposium in honor of Prof.
Benny Gerber (Dallas, March 2014)

15. R. Baer, “The Batsheva de Rothschild Seminar on Molecular
Electronics 2015, 40 years later” (June 7-12, 2015, Maale
Hachamisha, Israel).
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